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Abstract 
Our project assisted the Raks Thai Foundation (RTF) in providing quality education to the 
Burmese migrant children of Mahachai, Thailand by collecting information and developing 
recommendations to improve their four learning centers (LCs). To gain perspectives from various 
stakeholders, we interviewed LC teachers, parents of the current students, previous students, seafood 
industry employers, and surveyed the communities surrounding each of the Mahachai centers. Using 
this information and team observations of LC teaching, we recommended the RTF employ more 
multilingual teachers to focus their curriculum more heavily on language skills. We also suggested they 
improve awareness of the centers through better advertisement to increase funding from Mahachai 
companies. 
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Executive Summary 
 
The UN estimated 3.7 million migrants were living in Thailand in 2013 (United Nations, 2013). 
80% of these migrants came from Myanmar, fleeing poor living conditions, a weak economy, forced 
population relocation, and ongoing political oppression (Kusakabe & Pearson, 2013). The town of 
Mahachai exemplifies this migration. Part of the Samut Sakhon province, Mahachai is the heart of 
Thailand’s seafood industry and offers thousands of job opportunities to migrants. In 2014, the Raks 
Thai Foundation estimated that approximately 400,000 migrants, including thousands of children, lived 
in the province of Samut Sakhon (Raks Thai Foundation, 2014). Of these migrants, over 99% were 
Burmese (Petchot, 2011). For extremely low wages, migrants work in unsanitary and hazardous 
conditions. They suffer from sleep deprivation, malnutrition, and depression, and sustain work-related 
injuries due to poorly maintained equipment (Mon, 2010). Schooling is often difficult to obtain for their 
children, so migrant children frequently accompany their parents into dangerous factories, or stay at 
home, where bullying or sexual harassment can occur (ILO-IPEC, 2013). Their limited access to education 
not only puts them in danger as children, but also severely compromises their opportunities as adults. 
Numerous barriers restrict migrant children’s access to education. One of these challenges 
stems from school policies. Limited enrollment windows and school funding policies make it difficult for 
migrant children to enter Thai public schools. Another obstacle is language and cultural differences. As 
Thai is the primary language of instruction in public schools, many of the migrant children find it difficult 
to understand what is happening in the classroom. Cultural differences can make migrant children feel 
uncomfortable and can also lead to discrimination. Additionally, financial issues play a large role in 
deterring migrant children from obtaining quality education. Migrant parents often cannot afford to pay 
for the textbooks, uniforms, and other school supplies that an education frequently requires. Another 
significant barrier to education of migrant children comes from their parents’ reluctance about 
education and Thai schools. The priorities of migrant parents sometimes differ from Thai schools, 
causing them to pressure their children to enter the workforce or stay home to care for younger siblings. 
Some families also have plans to return to Myanmar after a few years in Thailand, where the curriculum 
would be different than that offered in Thailand. 
The Raks Thai Foundation, a nonprofit organization in Thailand, is working to overcome these 
barriers. They have set up four learning centers in an effort to provide for the educational needs of the 
migrant children. These learning centers, Tha Chalom, Saphan Pla, Pongthip, and Krok Krak, are shown 
on the map below. Altogether, the four centers serve approximately 100 children between ages five and 
fifteen. Each center divides the children based on their language skills into kindergarten, first grade, and 
non-formal education groups. Kindergarten and first grade students primarily work to improve their Thai 
skills as they gain general knowledge and education. The non-formal group is for students with more 
advanced Thai skills. To instruct these groups, three centers, Tha Chalom, Saphan Pla, and Pongthip, 
each have a single full-time Thai teacher and two Burmese teachers who rotate between them. The 
fourth center, Krok Krak, only has a single full-time Burmese teacher. 
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Map of Learning Centers 
 
Methodology  
The purpose of our project was to help the Raks Thai Foundation provide assistance to the 
migrants of Mahachai by assessing the four Raks Thai learning centers. We accomplished this goal by 
speaking with learning center stakeholders, including the learning centers’ teachers, parents of current 
students, former students, and seafood industry employers. The team evaluated the satisfaction and 
concerns of these stakeholders to improve services as well as assess the surrounding community’s 
opinions of the centers. In order to meet these goals, the team developed the following three 
objectives. 
Our first objective was to determine the opinions of the surrounding community concerning the 
Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai. The Raks Thai Foundation is considering restructuring their four 
learning centers and seeking new funding sources. Prior to doing this, Raks Thai wants to understand 
how the communities surrounding the learning centers perceive them. Understanding community 
opinion may enable them to determine which centers would be best to close or consolidate if funding 
restrictions necessitate such a change. 
Our second objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of the four Raks Thai learning centers in 
Mahachai. When discussing our team’s objectives, our sponsor provided their own unique definition for 
the word “effectiveness.” By this definition, a learning center is effective if it has some educational value 
and serves as more than just a day care for the students. Given this definition of effectiveness, the 
purpose of this objective was to determine whether the Raks Thai learning centers are providing 
educational value to their students. 
Our third objective was to provide information and develop recommendations for improvement 
of the four Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai. While the Raks Thai Foundation continually tries to 
improve the services they provide to meet the needs of the migrant population in Thailand, they have 
limited funding available. To help Raks Thai best utilize the funding for their Mahachai learning centers, 
the team developed recommendations to improve operations by observing classroom activities and 
consulting the learning centers’ stakeholders. We also assembled general observations and comparisons 
that the Raks Thai Foundation could use to develop their own potential improvements. 
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To meet these objectives, the full team made four trips to the learning centers in Mahachai. 
During the first trip we introduced ourselves to the teachers and briefly observed their classroom 
activities. In the subsequent three trips we completed our teacher interviews and observation sessions 
in the learning centers (see image below). We also conducted parent interviews and community surveys 
in the surrounding area. The Thai students made a fifth trip to complete the remaining parent 
interviews. We contacted seafood industry employers and past students through phone interviews. 
 
 
Interview with Teacher at Tha Chalom 
Results and Recommendations 
Following our fieldwork, we analyzed our data and developed conclusions and 
recommendations. Community members, parents, and former students all noted several positive effects 
of the learning centers including improved language skills for the migrant children, more educational 
opportunities, and better behavior and manners of the migrant children. When we asked community 
members to rate the helpfulness of the learning centers, only one out of 40 respondents rated the 
centers as not helpful. It was interesting to note that typically people who identified themselves as being 
more familiar with the learning centers also perceived the centers as being more helpful. Most of the 
past students interviewed also indicated that the learning center was valuable to them, citing better job 
prospects, better childhoods, and improved language ability. We asked students’ parents from 21 out of 
approximately 100 households what their reasons for choosing the learning centers were. Twenty stated 
that they were sending their children to the learning centers to either gain an education or to improve 
their future job prospects. Based on this information, it is clear that the Raks Thai learning centers in 
Mahachai are serving as educational institutions rather than day care services, and thus are effective. 
Respondents also identified some negative effects of the learning center, including noise disturbing 
nearby neighbors, safety issues for students, and lack of integration into the community. Nonetheless, 
given the generally positive responses from all of our data sources, we can conclude that all four 
Mahachai learning centers are actually providing education to their students. However, there are still 
several ways that the learning centers could improve. 
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The primary suggestion we received from the parents and community was a need for more 
teachers at each learning center. Our observation of the differences between classroom operation with 
one and two teachers at one of the learning centers supported this concern. With a single teacher 
instructing three groups of students independently, the learning center environment was hectic and 
seemed to overwhelm the teacher. The teacher also had to divide her time between each class, which 
reduced the content that she could deliver to each of the groups. With two teachers present, the 
students were more focused on their work (see the picture below), and neither teacher seemed 
overextended. Since one teacher was able to communicate to students in Thai, and another in Burmese, 
all of the students were able to communicate easily with at least one of their instructors. This minimized 
the language barriers between the teachers and students that often hinder the education process. 
Therefore, each learning centers should employ a second permanent teacher. 
 
 
Children Working on Their Lessons 
It is important to ensure that the students are gaining the skills they need to integrate into their 
communities and obtain better jobs. Consequently, we investigated what skills each group of 
respondents thinks are most important for the learning center to teach. We discovered tremendous 
interest in languages. Parents, community members, teachers, former students, and seafood industry 
employers all indicated the importance of language skills throughout their interviews and surveys. 
Former students and seafood industry employers indicated a preference for Thai over English and 
Burmese. Teachers reported a near even preference for Thai and Burmese, whereas parents and 
community members most frequently emphasized English skills. It is important, though, to balance the 
value of learning each language. Although learning English seemed popular among most respondents, 
Thai language skills are crucial for integration into communities and employment in Thailand, as was 
confirmed by seafood industry employers. Burmese language skills are also important to maintain 
cultural identity and aid students that return to Myanmar. Therefore, we recommend all three language 
studies be a central part of the learning center curriculum. 
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Although many community members were somewhat familiar with the centers, several 
suggested improving advertising to raise awareness of the centers. Additionally, none of the seafood 
industry employers we spoke to had heard of the Raks Thai learning centers, but four of the five said 
that they would consider establishing business and funding relationships if given more information. This 
could help Raks Thai gain additional funding to continue to improve the operations of the Mahachai 
learning centers. Thus, we recommend Raks Thai develop an advertising strategy for the Mahachai 
learning centers in order to promote awareness and increase funding. 
Conclusion 
Through our investigation of the Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai, we identified 
employing more teachers, emphasizing language skills, and increasing awareness of the centers to be 
the most critical potential improvements. Using these recommendations, the Raks Thai Foundation will 
be able to improve their services and more effectively assist the migrant children of Mahachai in 
obtaining quality education. 
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1 Introduction 
 
In 2013, Thailand was home to an estimated 3.7 million migrants and this number has been 
increasing each year (United Nations, 2013). The majority of these migrants come from Myanmar1 
seeking a better future where they can escape ethnic oppression, political conflict, and war while 
pursuing stable employment and better pay than is available in their home country. In recent decades, 
Thailand has invested in growing its industries, which call for more low-wage workers. Most educated 
Thai workers are typically unwilling to work in labor intensive industrial jobs, such as seafood processing, 
agriculture, and textile production, so industries frequently meet their work demand by employing 
migrants (Petchot, 2011). Many of these industrial jobs entail intense work hours in subpar conditions, 
but these migrants are willing to work in whatever conditions are necessary to meet their needs. 
However, like most parents, these migrants want a brighter future for their children than working 
twelve hour days at jobs in dangerous, dirty, and demeaning conditions (Walsh & Makararavy, 2011). 
With quality education, migrant children can improve their ability to compete for better jobs. 
Unfortunately, numerous factors restrict the ability of Burmese migrant children to obtain 
education in Thailand. The first barrier is school policies. Limited enrollment windows and school 
funding policies often make it difficult for migrant children to enter Thai public schools (Petchot, 2011). 
The second barrier results from language and cultural differences. Thai schools often do not have the 
bilingual staff necessary to successfully integrate Burmese children into their classrooms (Nawarat, 
2012). Additionally, some parents and children feel uncomfortable in schools that are primarily Thai 
because of cultural differences and potential discrimination (International Organization for Migration, 
2013). The third barrier results from the families’ often difficult financial situations. Paying for 
                                                          
1 The country is commonly referred to as both Myanmar and Burma, but we will refer to it as Myanmar. The 
population of Myanmar will be referred to as Burmese. 
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transportation, uniforms, lunches, and supplies needed to send children to school can be beyond the 
reach of the budget of many families. These expenses prevent children from pursuing further education 
and working in higher-level jobs. The fourth major barrier for migrant children seeking education is 
hesitations of their parents. Some parents have different priorities for their children than Thai schools, 
and therefore push their children to pursue other options, such as joining the workforce even earlier 
than the legal working age of 15 (Petchot, 2011).  
To compensate for the limited educational options resulting from these barriers, learning 
centers run by NGOs exist throughout Thailand. Learning centers commonly offer education in 
languages, including Thai, Burmese, and sometimes English, as well as other subjects, such as basic math 
and life skills2. These lessons typically focus on preparing students to actively contribute to Myanmar 
society should they choose to return to their home country, or obtain better paying employment in 
Thailand if they choose to stay. Since the vast majority of migrants in Thailand originate from Myanmar, 
the concentration of migrant children is higher along the Thai-Myanmar border3 causing NGOs to focus 
their efforts more in border regions than inland communities (Kusakabe & Pearson, 2013; Lee, 2013). 
This distribution of resources leaves inland communities with fewer learning centers to educate the 
thousands of disadvantaged children who live in these areas (Raks Thai Foundation, 2014). Without 
education, many migrant children face major challenges that put their quality of life and well-being at 
serious risk. 
                                                          
2 Life skills can include gardening, cooking, cleaning, managing finances, and common etiquette. 
3 The border area is also home to thousands of Burmese refugees who fled the civil conflicts of their home 
country. Though migrant children and refugee children have similar needs, they are educated separately. The 
institutes collaborate on occasion, but refugee schools and migrant learning centers operate under different 
circumstances and standards, making them separate entities (Lee, 2013). Refugee learning centers will not be the 
focus of this report, though information about refugees will be reviewed when pertinent to understanding migrant 
issues. 
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The issue of migrant education is particularly important in the town of Mahachai, Samut Sakhon. 
Located along the gulf coast, the Samut Sakhon province is home to major seafood processing facilities, 
which draw many migrant workers and their families to the area. Approximately 160,000 migrants, 
comprised of 60% males and 40% females, have registered with the Samut Sakhon Provincial 
Employment Office ("Samut Sakhon Provincial Employment Office Statistic Check," 2015). In addition to 
these registered migrants, there are thousands more migrant children and illegal migrants living in the 
province. To provide additional educational opportunities for migrant children in Mahachai, the Raks 
Thai Foundation, a NGO that focuses on disadvantaged populations in Thailand, currently operates four 
learning centers in the area. The centers aim to educate these children and give them the chance to 
have better lives in Thailand or Myanmar. However, Raks Thai has been unable to assess whether their 
learning centers currently meet this goal. To best provide educational services, the centers need to 
know what operations have been successful and which elements could be better.  
Given recent financial constraints, the Raks Thai Foundation has become particularly interested 
in potential improvements for their Mahachai learning centers. The goal of this project was to provide 
the Raks Thai Foundation with useful data to enable the foundation to make informed decisions 
regarding the operations of these four centers. To understand the learning centers’ operations, we 
observed and conducted interviews and surveys with Raks Thai teachers, migrant parents, former 
learning center students, the surrounding communities, and seafood industry employers. By collecting 
data from these sources, we were able to assess the impact of the centers and the perspectives of both 
the Raks Thai stakeholders and the centers' surrounding communities. After analyzing the data, we 
provided a summary of these opinions for the Raks Thai Foundation and a set of recommendations for 
improving the operation of the learning centers. These results will enable the Raks Thai Foundation to 
better provide education to the migrant children utilizing their learning centers in Mahachai, Thailand. 
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Chapter two of this report provides background on migration into Thailand and Mahachai as 
well as the current educational options and challenges for migrant children in Thailand. Chapter three 
explains our research methodology and reasoning. Chapter four highlights the data collected through 
our research and the resulting recommendations we developed. Chapter five concludes our paper with 
the project’s limitations, recommendations for future work, and the impact of our project. 
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2 Background 
This chapter provides details about the problems faced by migrants, options for education in 
Thailand, current practices for migrant education, the context for our project, and background on data 
gathering methods. Section 2.1 describes the plight of migrants in Thailand, and 2.2 focuses specifically 
on migrants in the Mahachai region. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 explain the options the children of these 
migrants have in regards to education. Section 2.5 provides a review of learning center operation, 
curriculum, and techniques. The last section, 2.6, explains the data gathering methods we used to meet 
our objectives.  
2.1 Migration to Thailand 
 
The UN estimated that 3.7 million migrants were living in Thailand in 2013 (United Nations, 
2013). 80% of these migrants come from Myanmar. Millions of Burmese have crossed the border into 
Thailand fleeing the poor living conditions in Myanmar. With high inflation, a weak economy, forced 
population relocation, and ongoing political oppression, the Burmese have many reasons to relocate 
(Kusakabe & Pearson, 2013). Many of these issues began when the military took over in 1962. From 
1962-2010, the military rule suppressed Burmese dissent, forcibly relocated civilians, poorly managed 
economic collapse, and targeted ethnic minorities (BBC News, 2014). A mass movement into Thailand 
began in 1984, following the Thai government’s recognition of the Burmese as persons fleeing fighting, 
which permitted them entrance to ‘temporary shelters’ (International Organization for Migration, 2013). 
While Thailand intended these shelters to be temporary, many people stayed for over 15 years and 
raised families. During this period, thousands more chose not to utilize the legal process and crossed the 
border as illegal migrants.  
However, in 2010, Myanmar’s military announced new election laws which would lead to the 
first election in decades. The Union of Myanmar became the “Republic of the Union of Myanmar” that 
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year, and in 2011, the Burmese elected President Thein Sein as a representative of civilian democracy. 
Since then, Thein Sein has made several positive reforms, including reopening international relations, 
signing ceasefires with ethnic groups, and passing labor laws (BBC News, 2014).  
Despite these positive changes, Myanmar still struggles with a poor economy and fierce ethnic 
conflict. With generally safer conditions and wages nine times higher than those in Myanmar, Thailand 
still attracts thousands of low-wage migrant workers each year (International Organization for 
Migration, 2013; Kusakabe & Pearson, 2013).  
2.2 Migrants in Mahachai 
Mahachai, the heart of Thailand’s seafood industry, exemplifies this migration. Located in the 
Samut Sakhon province, Mahachai is approximately 36 kilometers southwest of Bangkok on the gulf of 
Thailand. The location of Mahachai is shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1 - Map Indicating Mahachai’s Location in Thailand (SCMP, 2012) 
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In 2014, the Raks Thai Foundation estimated that approximately 400,000 migrants, including 
thousands of children, lived in Mahachai (Raks Thai Foundation, 2014). Of these migrants over 99% were 
Burmese (Petchot, 2011). Mon people make up one of the most substantial Burmese ethnic groups in 
Mahachai. Most Mon people are able to speak both the Burmese and Mon languages. Though they 
come from Myanmar, they typically identify as Mon instead of Burmese4 (Editors of Encyclopædia 
Britannica, 2015).  
Samut Sakhon is one of the wealthiest provinces in Thailand and continues to grow 
economically. Its economy relies heavily on fisheries and seafood processing factories. Figure 2 shows an 
example of a seafood processing facility. This prevalence of fishing related industries has created a high 
concentration of migrants in the province. Thai people often do not want to work in the low wage, 
dangerous jobs, so the migrants fill these positions (Kusakabe & Pearson, 2013). There are also many 
factories and a large agricultural sector that employ migrants. The migrants working in these factories, 
however, do not share the wealth of this province (Petchot, 2011).  
 
Figure 2 - Migrant Workers in a Seafood Processing Facility in Mahachai (Environmental Justice Foundation, 2013) 
                                                          
4 Throughout this paper, ‘Burmese’ will include the people that identify themselves as being of Mon ethnicity. 
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The average monthly income of a migrant family living in the nearby Muang district of Samut 
Sakhon is approximately 13,000 Baht. Half of this is typically spent on purchasing food, another 1,500 
Baht goes towards rent and living expenses, and the remainder is often sent back to relatives in 
Myanmar (Muangmee, 2005). For these low wages, migrants work in unsanitary and hazardous 
conditions. They suffer from sleep deprivation, malnutrition, and depression, and sustain work-related 
injuries due to poorly maintained equipment (Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica, 2015). Illegal migrants 
also live in fear of deportation. Many employers use deportation as a threat to coerce migrants into 
working in these poor conditions. Some businesses may employ a migrant for a period of time, then 
have that employee arrested and deported by the police before ever paying them (International 
Organization for Migration, 2013). According to Thai Labour Law, migrant workers are entitled to 
compensation for work-related injuries. However, the Social Security Office, which is responsible for 
making these payments, does not approve payments for migrants. Obtaining health care to address 
these injuries is also challenging. Most employers keep the working cards of their employees which 
prevents them from utilizing the public health care (Mon, 2010). Migrants who have their work permits 
in their possession must pay an initial fee, and then they can access health-care for minimal or no 
additional cost. Illegal migrants have to pay in full for health services, although some government 
facilities are willing to treat migrants who are unable to pay. The migrant children, however, have no 
coverage because the Thai government does not recognize them (International Organization for 
Migration, 2013). Since attending a Thai school is often not feasible, migrant children either stay at 
home, where bullying or sexual harassment can occur, or accompany their parents to unsafe factories 
and help their parents when there is a lot of work. (ILO-IPEC, 2013).  
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2.3 Barriers to Educational Opportunities 
When considering their future, migrant children typically have one of these three goals (Raks 
Thai Foundation, 2014): 
1. Obtain a job within Thailand 
2. Return to their home country 
3. Continue their education in the formal Thai system 
Limited access to education constrains their ability to attain these goals. By attending school and 
learning Thai, a migrant child may be able to find better employment options than a child who can only 
speak Burmese. With improved elementary education, children will have the foundation to obtain 
better jobs, and those moving on to pursue further education will be able to more easily acclimate to 
the pace and practices of formal Thai schools. Thus, schooling makes all three goals more attainable 
(Raks Thai Foundation, 2014). However, in 2008, only 75,000 of the 378,845 migrant children in Thailand 
studied in Thai schools (International Organization for Migration, 2013). Thousands of migrant children 
receive very little education by the time they enter the workforce. Numerous barriers inhibit their 
access to education. These include problems arising from school policies, language barriers, financial 
restrictions, and the influence of migrant parents on children.  
2.3.1 School Policies 
 
The policies of public schools in Thailand sometimes make it difficult for migrant children to 
attend school. Federal policy guarantees all migrant and stateless children the right to 12 years of 
education in the Thai public school system. The realities of the lives of migrants and the operations of 
Thai schools, however, make actually obtaining that education difficult. Public schools only accept new 
students twice each year. For migrants who often move throughout the year, the limited acceptance 
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period prevents children from entering the educational system each time their parents move. (Petchot, 
2011). 
Schools also only receive funding on a per student basis. In order for migrant children to count 
towards this funding total, they must have a 13 digit ID number that registers them with the 
government. However, this process is not always smooth or quick, meaning that migrants enrolled 
might not count towards funding for a period of time, making these schools less likely to accept them. 
(Petchot, 2011). 
2.3.2 Language and Cultural Differences  
 
One of the most apparent obstacles to migrant children seeking quality education is the 
language and cultural differences separating migrant children and the educational system in Thailand. In 
the province of Samut Sakhon, nearly all migrant workers are from Myanmar, and consequently speak 
Burmese (Petchot, 2011). The children of these workers frequently do not speak Thai initially. As Thai is 
the primary language of instruction in Thai schools many migrant children find it difficult to learn 
concepts in Thai schools as well as assimilate and learn Thai culture. Some schools have hired bilingual 
teachers or translators to bridge this gap, but measures to assist students who are not fluent in Thai are 
expensive to implement (Nawarat, 2012). In addition to the difficulty learning in Thai schools, many 
migrants intend to move back to their home countries. For this reason, it is important that migrant 
children learn Burmese as well as Thai, which they generally cannot do in Thai schools (Raks Thai 
Foundation, 2014). Parents may also prefer utilizing learning centers for fear of potential discrimination 
caused by cultural differences between their children and the students in Thai public schools. In some 
schools in Thailand, migrant children face racist bullying and discrimination, which parents find 
unacceptable, causing migrant children to either not enroll, or drop-out early (Austin, 2012). In other 
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cases, local Thai families sometimes pressure head teachers to turn away migrant children fearing they 
would spread disease or encourage criminality (Wadwong & Lerdbumrunchai, 2014). 
2.3.3 Financial Restrictions 
 
Financial issues play a large role in the difficulty migrant children and their families face when 
seeking education. There are many different supplies and resources that the children need to attend 
schools, even if the education itself is free. Uniforms, lunches, textbooks, and transportation are the 
most frequent of these expenses. The monthly cost of sending a child to school is at least 800 Baht for 
transportation and lunches alone. Given their low monthly salary, these costs are very burdensome for 
migrant families. Considering other daily expenses for a family, it is likely that even sending one child to 
school would be unaffordable. Debt incurred by many migrant families from migration costs and living 
expenses makes educating children even less affordable. (Petchot, 2011). 
As children get older, they often enter the workforce to try to combat their family’s poor 
financial situation. Legally, the minimum age for employment in Thailand is fifteen years old, but some 
children start working at ages as young as nine or ten years old (Petchot, 2011). The child labor rate 
among those ages five to fourteen in Thailand is approximately 13% (US Department of Labor, 2013). In 
Samut Sakhon province, an estimated 10,000 migrant children between thirteen and fifteen years old 
work in seafood processing facilities (Environmental Justice Foundation, 2013). Employment at such 
young ages takes children away from a chance to receive education. Many migrant children would 
prefer to continue their schooling, but families frequently rely on their children as a source of income, 
which eliminates the possibility of education that could make the difference in their futures (ILO-IPEC, 
2011).  
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2.3.4 Parental Influence 
 
Another significant barrier to education of migrant children comes from their parents. 
Migrant families often move frequently, which makes any education the children could receive 
inconsistent and disrupted. Even if these families do remain stationary, migrants still have many 
hesitations about sending their children to school, though not all of these reasons apply to every 
family. Migrant parents without proper documentation often worry their illegal status in Thailand 
may become apparent to the Thai government if they send their children to public school 
(International Labor Organization, 2010). Many parents also do not think that Thai schools are 
suitable for the educational goals they have for their children. Thai schools often work to give 
students more advanced skills and prepare them to move on to higher education in Thailand. Many 
migrant parents have the desire for their children to be educated in basic math and language 
literacy for the purposes of everyday life, which is not the focus of Thai schools. Some families also 
have plans to return to Myanmar after a few years in Thailand, where the Thai educational 
curriculum is not as relevant. Other parents worry that with changing migration and labor laws, 
after their children receive a minimal education, additional years spent in school will not result in 
their children getting a better job (Petchot, 2011). A common belief among migrant workers is that 
working is more valuable and better for the future than getting an education. This attitude makes 
them less likely to send their children to schools and also can instill a similar attitude in the children 
(ILO-IPEC, 2013). 
2.4 Raks Thai Foundation Learning Centers 
 
The Raks Thai Foundation, a nonprofit organization in Thailand, is working to overcome 
these educational barriers. Their mission is to provide practical, sustainable solutions for the 
problems faced by the disadvantaged communities of Thailand. They currently focus on providing 
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health and educational services to underprivileged citizens as well as promoting community 
development and environmental sustainability. In accordance with these goals, they have set up 
learning centers, such as the one shown in Figure 3, in an effort to provide for migrant children’s 
educational needs. 
  
Figure 3 - Children at a Raks Thai Learning Center in Mahachai (Raks Thai Foundation, 2014) 
Raks Thai currently operates four learning centers in Mahachai, which are the focus of our 
project. The foundation established these learning centers in 2005. The original intent of the learning 
centers was to serve as a daycare where the children could go while their parents were at work. In 2012, 
the learning centers received private sector funding to offer more extensive education and at this point, 
Raks Thai shifted the purpose from that of a daycare to a school. Classes are now held Monday through 
Friday from 9am to 3pm.The learning centers currently offer Thai, Burmese, and English classes for 
increased opportunities when entering the workforce as well as life skill development. The four centers 
serve approximately 100 children ages five to fifteen. The two smaller centers, Saphan Pla and Pongthip, 
serve approximately 20 students each. Tha Chalom and Krok Krak are larger centers. Figure 4 shows the 
locations of the centers.  
The centers divide their students into two or three groups. The first group is for young students 
and students who do not know Thai. Some centers will divide this group further by age. The other group 
is for the older students and those with more advanced Thai and Burmese language skills.  
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Figure 4 - Locations of Raks Thai Learning Centers (Apple Inc, 2015) 
The Raks Thai learning centers have been adapting the Thai and Burmese public school 
curriculums to their own needs for the new and young students at the centers who do not know Thai as 
well. Last year, the Raks Thai learning centers adopted a curriculum established by the Office of Non-
formal and Informal Education for the more advanced group of students who know Thai. The aim of this 
curriculum is to give participants basic knowledge, skills to work in various careers, and life skills. Subject 
matter includes Thai language, math, science, and foreign language courses. There are also courses in 
social & community development, skills development, life skills, and life and career development ("What 
do Kor Sor Nor Study," 2011). 
If students at the learning centers complete the requirements for a given level of non-formal 
education and pass all exams, they can receive a certificate that acknowledges their educational level. 
Students who earn this certificate could obtain a better job or continue in the Thai schooling system.  
Chapter 4 provides further details of the learning centers based on observations and interviews. 
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2.5 Successful Practices for Migrant Education 
 
To investigate the education delivered by the Raks Thai Foundation, it is useful to understand 
migrant education techniques utilized both within and outside of Thailand. Since migration worldwide is 
such an important issue, several studies examine education-specific needs of migrant child populations. 
MGT of America, a national consulting firm, and their subcontractor, Resources for Learning, L.L.C, 
conducted one such study which culminated in a best practices literature review for the Texas Education 
Agency in 2011 . They identified five best practice principles for the education of migrants. The report 
determined these principles to be the necessary foundation for an effective program meeting the needs 
of migrant children (Clements et al., 2011). Table 1 provides a paraphrased version of the referenced 
principles. 
Table 1 - Migrant Education Best Practice Principles (Clements et al., 2011) 
Responsiveness 
Addresses the need for flexibility in programming for migrant children. These 
students tend to have widely varying backgrounds and needs requiring 
programs that can be easily adapted to individual students.  
Communication, 
Collaboration, and 
Relationships 
Necessary between all parties involved. Cooperation between different 
organizations is vital to streamlining the system for migrants whose new 
surroundings frequently overwhelm them. As with all parents, developing 
personal relationships with the parents of migrant students is also critical to 
involving them in their children’s education. 
Adequate and 
Appropriate Staffing 
As with all educational facilities, this is essential to meeting the needs of these 
students. Migrant students have unique needs that require bilingual teachers, 
social workers knowledgeable in available resources, and professionals able to 
assess the individual needs of the children. 
Instructional Quality 
and High Expectations 
Enable students to better their economic and social situations.  
Focus on Language 
Issues 
Language barriers are often the first and most challenging barrier migrant 
students face. Properly addressing their language needs is necessary to 
improve their overall education. This typically involves both providing 
instruction in their native language along with intensive courses in the local 
language 
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Regardless of geographic location, many learning centers seek to accommodate migrant 
children in similar ways. Several countries have adopted practices utilizing these principles that could 
facilitate migrant learning. For example, the Indian government developed a system of schooling for 
multi-grade schools with limited space and teachers. This system, used by the government, broke down 
the curriculum into a set of learning activities. Stories and images from the area served as tools to adapt 
these learning activities to the local context. Activities have five different components - introductory, 
reinforcement, evaluation, remedial, and enrichment. Students can go through these components at 
their own pace. Groups of these activities compose a ‘learning ladder’, which covers one year of content 
a traditional school would provide for one subject, such as math or language. There are multiple sets of 
ladders for each subject and each student works to move up on multiple ladders representing different 
subjects at one time. Teachers place these learning ladders along with physical notations of each 
student’s progress along a learning ladder throughout the classroom. Students form groups in the 
classroom that correspond to teacher-led, group activity, and self-guided learning, and each activity 
corresponds to one of these groups. Children organize into the groups designated by their respective 
activities and work through the lessons there (Blum, 2009). Self-paced learning like this is suitable for 
educating migrant children where student attendance is often inconsistent due to the work location of 
their parents. This method would also be effective for migrant learning centers due to its functionality in 
schools with limited classrooms and teachers. The flexible style of learning exemplified by this program 
very well supports the responsiveness principle. 
There are also many examples of migrant aid and education programs in Thailand that employ 
these principles. The Tak province, located directly along the Thai-Myanmar border, has a large Burmese 
population. The Education Area Office (EAO) is responsible for delivering all public education as well as 
monitoring and overseeing all public and private schools in the province. Numerous learning centers 
under the EAO are operating in this province to serve the population. The EAO organized training in 
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Burmese and Thai for the staff of learning centers and public schools in Tak to make communication and 
education of these languages easier. As part of this program, the office gave curriculum kits to trained 
teachers for spreading knowledge that included a training manual, instructional materials, and a self-
learning CD. This is an important way to address the principles of focusing on language needs as well as 
adequate staffing. It provides the skills needed by teachers to effectively help their students address 
their linguistic challenges. This office also produced and distributed brochures that advertised the 
benefits of education which aligns with the communication and relationships principle. By implementing 
these practices, the EAO improved the responsiveness to migrant needs, focus on language issues, and 
staff appropriateness of the public schools and learning centers under its oversight as well as reaching 
out to parents. (International Labor Organization, 2010).  
A learning center in Samut Sakhon run by the Labour Rights Promotion Network Foundation 
(LPN) also implemented several practices aimed at improving migrant education. This learning center 
had its own classes for migrant children and also collaborated with the Thai schooling system to make 
public school education possible for migrant students. The LPN center offers education to children who 
are working already, and consequently cannot attend regular schools’ non-formal education programs 
and life-skills training. The organization also provides training packages for computer skills and literacy in 
English and Thai to older students as well as lessons on occupational safety, health, and their labor 
rights. These services work around the students’ schedules, giving them the flexibility they need in 
accordance with the responsiveness principle. The center also offers a Thai literacy class to students 
aged five to fourteen to address their language needs. To help children get into Thai schools, the center 
established collaboration with a Thai public school. The two organizations work together to obtain 13 
digit ID numbers for migrant students who attend Thai public school classes and learning center classes. 
The center also works to incorporate parents by holding meetings to inform them of their students’ 
progress and to encourage them to take an active role in their children’s education. This collaboration 
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between organizations and parents fosters the communication called for by the best practice principles. 
For students where availability of transportation is an obstacle in obtaining education, rented vehicles 
provided by LPN are available to safely transport children between schools and their homes. These 
practices allowed the learning center to improve education for migrants through efforts that focus on 
language issues, the collaboration between different involved parties, and the instructional quality and 
high expectations for the students. (International Labor Organization, 2010).  
Another learning center run by LPN in Samut Sakhon Province aims to prepare migrant students 
to enter public schools. This center tries to simulate the environment in a public school and use the 
public school curriculum to adequately prepare their students, but they use both Thai and Burmese in 
the classroom to promote understanding of both and to avoid isolating the students lacking strong Thai 
skills. A Thai public school with unusually high migrant attendance rates has also adapted to the needs 
of migrants by adjusting the core Thai curriculum to utilize translators and include activities promoting 
understanding of Thai culture. This helps migrant students to better assimilate and reduces the potential 
for feelings of alienation that discourage children from pursuing education. By working to address the 
language barrier, this school successfully makes responding to migrant needs a top priority. (Petchot, 
2011).  
All these examples have potential for application to migrant learning in Mahachai. A more 
flexible curriculum style as in the schools in India could address the needs of children frequently moving 
with their parents. Teachers may need special training to address the language needs of their students 
similar to that of the teachers in the Tak province. Offering programs that accommodate the schedules 
of working children could also be very useful, and could be very similar to those of the learning center 
run by LPN. All these programs align with the migrant education best practice principles and could 
therefore provide insight into potential solutions for the Raks Thai learning centers. 
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2.6 Social Data Gathering Theory 
 
To investigate the specific needs of the four Raks Thai learning centers, we used several 
different data collection methods. This section provides background information on the theory and 
established best practices of each of these methods, including general information on forming 
questions, as well as information on conducting interviews and surveys. 
2.6.1 Question Design 
 
Designing questions for interviews and surveys requires careful thought. Wording, order, format 
and relevance of questions are all very important considerations. Relevance is particularly important 
when designing questionnaires. The entire goal of the study must seem relevant to the respondent. If 
the purpose of the study is not too complex to describe and can be revealed without biasing the 
responses, the goals should be explained and justified to all participants. All questions in the 
questionnaire must also be relevant to the goals of the survey. A simple guide for this is if the 
researchers do not know how they will use data from a particular question in advance of a survey or 
interview, they should not ask the question. Each question should also be relevant to the respondent. 
This becomes problematic if researchers give the questionnaire to multiple populations. To remedy this, 
researchers can use multiple questionnaires or direct respondents to different subsets of questions 
based on prior responses. If a respondent thinks the questionnaire does not meet any of these three 
relevancy requirements, they may be less likely to answer the questions to the best of their ability, or 
even answer them at all, which would negatively impact the data gathered from the study. (Bailey, 
1982). 
Wording of questions is critical to maximizing the integrity of responses. Researchers should 
avoid double-barreled questions which ask two or more questions in one. Questions with “and” and “or” 
are particularly vulnerable to becoming double-barreled questions. “Or” questions may be acceptable if 
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“either” is added or if the clauses covered by the question are mutually exclusive. Ambiguity in 
questions is also a common pitfall in question wording. Researchers should refrain from using slang, 
technical terms, and words that have different meanings to different sample populations. To check for 
ambiguity, researchers can ask the questions before the actual study to people of many different age 
groups, educational levels, and backgrounds to see if the meaning is clear to each set of potential 
respondents. It is very important that phrasing of a question not be above the educational level of 
respondents, as many will give an answer instead of asking for clarification, even if they do not 
understand the question. If the person does ask for clarification, the interviewer’s response may be 
biased, which is also harmful to the study. If possible, questions should be concrete and have specific 
answers. Questions about abstract concepts are much harder to answer and the standard between 
respondents may not be consistent. Opinion questions are often difficult to word well. Items not stated 
as questions, but as statements to agree or disagree with should generally not be labeled as true or 
false, but as agree or disagree, and phrasing should be chosen to minimize the amount the respondent 
can read into the question, as many people attempt to guess what the researcher means or expects 
from the question or answer in a “normative” way. Normative answers are those that are consistent 
with a norm, though they are not consistent with an individual respondent’s opinion. Sensitive or taboo 
topics often receive normative answers. To combat this, it is recommended that questions dealing with 
such topics should be worded so that it is assumed that a respondent agrees or engages in the sensitive 
or taboo topic (i.e. asking for the frequency of a taboo habit rather than asking if a person performs this 
habit) so that it is not as easy for a person to deny such a behavior or opinion. Questions for which the 
respondent does not have an answer or opinion are also highly susceptible to normative answers. 
Respondents often feel that they may appear unintelligent if lacking an answer or that they should have 
an answer to each question and as such, will often develop a response that they may not actually agree 
with. For this reason, “I don’t know” or “I don’t have an opinion” should be acceptable responses. For 
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questions requesting criticism, respondents should have the chance to offer praise, so that he or she will 
not feel that they are being discourteous or unfair. (Bailey, 1982). 
Format of the questions is another critical aspect of questionnaire design. Questions can either 
be closed-ended, giving a fixed number of options for the respondents to choose from, or open-ended, 
allowing for more flexible answers. Closed-ended answers should be used where answer categories are 
well-known, distinct and relatively few in number. Questions requiring a rating or with fixed categories 
often appear in closed-ended format. Researchers should not ask closed-ended questions about data 
represented as a ratio or an interval (such as years lived in a location) unless it is unlikely that a 
respondent will identify the exact number (i.e. age is often asked for groups of ranges). Categories for 
closed-ended questions should be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. If there are many known 
categories, but few response are actually expected, “other” may be an option to make sure that the 
categories are exhaustive, but that the number is not excessive. Closed-ended questions can often be 
answered quickly, require fewer instructions than open-ended questions, and can be self-administered 
or used with a population with a lower education level. Open-ended questions are used when there are 
not a few simple categories, when the respondent’s unique views or goals are desired, or in preliminary 
investigations, at which point the researcher has not yet determined the characteristics of a given topic 
that are relevant to the study. Open-ended questions are generally preferred when detail and 
exhaustiveness are more important than time and simplicity of analysis. (Bailey, 1982). 
2.6.2 Interviews 
 
One common method of gaining qualitative data related to the opinions of a group is to hold a 
series of interviews. Interviews offer the privacy needed for an interviewee to open up about their 
opinions and experiences. An investigator can thereby make a deeper connection with subjects to better 
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verify and develop theories. In order to plan a successful interview, investigators must establish the 
goals of the interview to carefully craft questions. 
Researchers frequently utilize three types of interview frameworks: structured interview, semi-
structured interview, and unstructured interview. Each of these serves a different purpose. If the 
problem at hand is well understood, it may be in the investigator’s best interest to develop a set of rigid 
interview questions as a structured interview. This style of interview has the least flexibility in that the 
interviewer cannot clarify or alter the questions in any way. This style will yield more comparable 
interview results, which can be useful in collecting data from a large population (Berg & Lune, 2012).The 
opposite of this method is the unstructured interview. This is a freeform interview style that makes very 
few assumptions about the interviewer’s understanding of issues at play. The interview centers on a few 
pre-determined themes but will develop dynamically in response to the answers provided by the 
interviewee. This can lead to very rich interview data but relies greatly on the skill and practice of the 
interviewer at helping the interviewee explore topics of interest. The middle ground between these 
methods is the semi-structured interview. The investigator will prepare a set of themes and questions 
ahead of time, but can reword and alter them as needed during the interview. The interviewer can raise 
new questions, and abandon prepared questions in favor of ones that may better probe for interesting 
information (Berg & Lune, 2012). All three of these methods are valid in different situations. In section 
3.2, we will explore the usefulness of these methods in the context of our project goals. 
Each of these three methods to conducting an interview must still take into account a few of the 
same basic considerations. In his book “Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences,” Berg 
provides a list of ten important for planning an interview (Berg & Lune, 2012): 
1. Spend several minutes at the beginning of the interview on small talk as a warm up 
2. Remember to keep the interview on track with printed copies of questions/themes 
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3. Try to make the conversation as natural as possible when choosing words to use in 
questions 
4. Demonstrate aware listening by actively showing interest and awareness in the 
discussion 
5. Consider how you might appear to your interviewee before selecting a final outfit 
6. Select an interview location where the subject will feel comfortable without fear of 
being overheard or seen 
7. If yes/no answers start to become frequent, probe for more developed answers 
8. Be respectful and encourage the subject to express their genuine opinion 
9. Practice interviewing 
10. Say thanks and be appreciative 
By following all of the suggestions and utilizing recommended interview framework, researchers 
can obtain more thorough, in-depth data. 
2.6.3 Surveys 
 
In addition to the general question design concepts needed for interviews, surveys have 
some additional guidelines for their construction. When writing questions, the best version is one 
that conveys the information in the shortest form possible. Longer questions take up more of the 
respondent’s time and increase the probability that they will not properly understand the question. 
Questions with similar instructions should be grouped together to save space and to reduce the 
amount of time a respondent spends understanding how to answer the questions. For example, 
groups of questions asking if a respondent agrees or disagrees should be consecutive. (Bailey, 
1982). 
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2.7 Summary 
 
Millions of migrants have entered Thailand seeking better lives. Many of them become 
laborers who work in dangerous conditions for long hours. With education, their children could 
have brighter futures, but access is hindered by several obstacles, including school policies, 
language and cultural differences, financial restrictions, and parental reluctance. These make the 
portion of migrant children receiving education in Thailand extremely low. To combat this, the Raks 
Thai Foundation has four learning centers in Mahachai working to increase the educational 
opportunities for these children. There is a standardized curriculum in Thai public schools that the 
learning centers have adapted for use with their new and young students. The Raks Thai learning 
centers utilize a separate curriculum developed by the Office of Non-formal and Informal Education 
to educate the students that are more fluent in Thai language. This curriculum can result in a 
certificate acknowledging their level of education. Several organizations have worked to establish 
practices suitable for providing proper education for migrants. To gain the information needed for 
our project, understanding guidelines for question design, interview methods, and surveying was 
critical. These methods were useful for investigating how well the Raks Thai learning centers deliver 
education to their students and how they could better serve the population of migrant children in 
Mahachai. 
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3 Methodology 
 
The goal of our project was to assist the Raks Thai Foundation in providing quality education 
to the migrant children of Mahachai by collecting information and developing recommendations to 
improve their learning centers. The stakeholders we spoke with included three different categories 
of individuals: those who benefit directly from the learning centers, those who benefit indirectly 
from the centers, and those who provide the benefits of the centers. The previous students 
represent the people benefiting directly from the center, and the teachers are providing those 
benefits. The communities surrounding the learning centers, the seafood industry employers, and 
the parents of students all benefit indirectly. Therefore, all of these parties are stakeholders that 
would have valuable ideas about potential improvements for the Raks Thai learning centers in 
Mahachai. This chapter covers how we interviewed and surveyed these groups to accomplish our 
goal. Section 3.1 discusses our three objectives, and the goal of each. Section 3.2 reviews our data 
collection methods and the information we gained from each. Finally, section 3.3 discusses our 
analysis procedure. 
3.1 Objectives  
 
In order to meet this goal, the team developed the following three objectives. 
1. To determine the opinions of the surrounding community concerning the Raks Thai 
learning centers in Mahachai 
2. To evaluate the effectiveness of the four Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai 
3. To provide information and develop recommendations for improvement of the four 
Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai 
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3.1.1 Determine the Opinions of the Communities Surrounding the Raks Thai Learning Centers in 
Mahachai 
 
The Raks Thai Foundation is considering restructuring their four learning centers and 
seeking new funding sources. Understanding how the communities surrounding the learning 
centers perceive each of the learning centers will allow them to assess the value of each center has 
in its community. This will assist them in determining which centers would be best to close or 
consolidate if funding restrictions necessitate such a change. If community opinion is largely 
positive, the Raks Thai Foundation could use this knowledge to gain additional funding for their 
learning centers. The Raks Thai Foundation is interested in the opinion of various sectors of the 
community, rather than only those people who directly interact with the center. To obtain this 
broad range of perspectives, the team conducted surveys and interviews with members of the 
communities surrounding each of the learning centers, parents of students of the learning centers, 
and seafood industry employers. 
3.1.2 Evaluate the Effectiveness of the Four Raks Thai Learning Centers  
 
When discussing our team’s objectives, our sponsor provided their own unique definition 
for the word “effectiveness”. By this definition, the learning center is effective if it has some 
educational value and serves as more than a day care for the students. Given this definition of 
effectiveness, the purpose of this objective is to determine whether the Raks Thai Learning Centers 
are providing educational value to the enrolled children. Raks Thai would also like to know if their 
centers are a better option for the children than staying at home. Interviews with the involved 
parties (learning center teachers, people who previously attended the centers, and parents of the 
current students) provided insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the centers.  
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3.1.3 Provide Information and Develop Recommendations for Improvement of the Raks Thai 
Learning Centers  
 
The Raks Thai Foundation is continually trying to improve the services they provide to meet 
the needs of migrant populations. However, they have limited funding available. To help the 
learning centers better prioritize their limited financial resources, the team developed 
recommendations to improve operations. We also assembled observations and comparisons of the 
learning centers’ operations and environments that the Raks Thai Foundation could use to come to 
their own conclusions on potential learning center improvements. Investigation of the opinions of 
the community, seafood industry employers, past students, migrant parents, and teachers, in 
addition to conclusions drawn from classroom observation, informed both recommendation 
development and information gathering. Understanding the perspectives of these stakeholders 
helped determine the most valued aspects of the learning centers while identifying aspects that 
they could improve with their limited resources. We developed these recommendations with the 
constraints of the learning centers’ locations, sponsor resources, and student populations taken 
into consideration. The Raks Thai Foundation will be able to use these recommendations and 
information to improve their learning centers. They may also consider our results when deciding 
which learning centers they discontinue or continue to operate. 
3.2 Data Gathering Methods 
 
In order to achieve all three of our objectives (top three grey “Objectives” boxes in Figure 5), 
we collected data from various sources using different methods (navy “Methods” boxes in the 
middle). Each data source provided useful information and insight to better understand the way the 
learning centers operate and how they are perceived (bulleted “Significance” lists).  
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Figure 5 - Methodology Diagram 
This section details how we collected data from each source and the relevance of the 
information gathered in accomplishing our objectives. Table 2 outlines how we organized our trips 
and the tasks we completed during each trip to accomplish our objectives.  
Table 2 - Onsite Accomplishments by Date 
Trip Tasks Accomplished 
January 14th Preliminary observations 
Brief introductions and conversations with teachers 
January 30th First three teacher interviews 
Observation at Tha Chalom and Saphan Pla 
Testing parent interview and community survey 
February 1st Parent interviews at Tha Chalom and Krok Krak 
Community surveys at Tha Chalom and Krok Krak 
February 10th Remaining teacher interviews 
Community surveys at Saphan Pla, Pongthip, and Krok Krak 
Observation at Tha Chalom and Saphan Pla 
Two parent interviews at Saphan Pla 
February 15th Remaining parent interviews at Saphan Pla 
Parent interviews at Pongthip 
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3.2.1 Observation  
 
To understand the current operation of the Raks Thai learning centers, the team conducted 
three sessions of observation. The purpose of observing learning center operation is to compare the 
learning environment each learning center provides. Although analyzing teaching methods through 
observation is frequently practiced by education experts, the team chose not to focus on the 
teaching of the individuals. This both prevents any conflict of interest when gathering additional 
information about the learning centers from the teachers and prevents the team from drawing 
unfounded conclusions about a very complex and unique environment in which typical teaching 
methods may not be successful. If the teachers believed that our team was analyzing their teaching 
methods, they might also be less inclined to share information on ways they believe the learning 
centers could improve, as such information might reflect negatively on their teaching.  
The first observation session was brief and provided a general sense of each classroom’s 
organization, resources, and staffing. All team members observed for approximately 30 minutes at 
each of the learning centers. Some students recorded notes about available resources, some took 
pictures, and others watched the instruction process and took notes on student behavior and 
teacher interactions. We concluded each of our preliminary observation sessions by asking the 
permanent teacher to provide their attendance records. The second and third observation sessions 
entailed longer observation periods of at least one hour which helped us understand how teachers 
balanced various age ranges and levels of knowledge. The written anecdotes, notes, and 
photographs were useful in supporting our suggestions for potential improvements for the learning 
centers. 
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3.2.2 Teacher Interviews 
To evaluate the effectiveness of each learning center, the team needed a better 
understanding of how each center operates. The team did this through teacher interviews 
conducted at each learning center. There are three Thai teachers and three Burmese teachers who 
serve all four learning centers. Currently, the Krok Krak learning center has a single Burmese 
teacher instructing because the Thai teacher recently left in December of 2014. The other three 
learning centers each have a permanent Thai teacher. The other two Burmese teachers move 
between the Tha Chalom, Saphan Pla and Pongthip learning centers. 
The team prepared two sets of teacher interview questions since some teachers stay 
primarily at a single learning center, while others rotate between three of the learning centers. This 
was done because the teachers who rotate would likely be better able to compare the different 
learning centers. Doing two separate sets of interviews yielded data for identifying and comparing 
the strengths and weaknesses of each learning center. 
The first set of questions, which can be found in Appendix A, is for stationary teachers who 
teach at only one learning center. The questions focus on understanding the teachers’ perspectives 
on the learning center where they teach. The questions included how a typical class operates, what 
problems they face, resources they lack, and their view of how the learning center impacts a child’s 
life. From interviewing the teachers who primarily instruct at each learning center, the team 
identified the strengths and weaknesses at each learning center. 
Appendix B contains another set of interview questions which focus on comparing the 
learning centers. These questions for rotational teachers supplemented the question set for all 
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teachers. From interviewing these teachers, the team gained information highlighting the 
differences between the learning centers.  
The team took two days to complete pre-scheduled interviews with all of the learning 
center teachers. Depending on the teachers’ preferences, we conducted some interviews during 
lunch and others interspersed between lessons during class time. For the first three interview 
sessions, all team members involved in teacher interviews were present to confirm that all 
interviewers would administer the teacher interviews similarly. Each of these interviews involved 
one Thai student conducting the interview, another Thai student taking notes on the conversation, 
and another translating the discussion into English for the WPI students. We also audio recorded 
these interviews with permission from the teacher on two audio devices for future reference. The 
remaining three teacher interviews only involved two Thai students, one of whom primarily asked 
questions while the other primarily took notes.  
These interviews followed a semi-structured interview style. The questions in a semi-
structured interview are flexible, so when clarification was necessary, or the interviewer wanted 
more information on an unexpected topic, they could explore new topics. This type of interview 
allowed the teachers to feel comfortable answering questions and discussing their concerns 
towards the learning centers within a general pre-determined interview structure.  
3.2.3 Parent Interviews 
To determine the learning centers’ influence on those who interact closely with them, the 
team conducted semi-structured interviews with parents of the students of the Raks Thai learning 
centers (interview questions found in Appendix C). From these interviews, the team determined the 
skills the parents valued most. In addition, these interviews investigated the parents’ demand for 
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certain courses. From their responses, the team can provide information to the Raks Thai 
Foundation about parents’ educational priorities and potential general improvements to better 
match the needs and concerns of the parents.  
Largely based on teacher referral, we interviewed parents of 21 of the 100 students 
attending the learning centers. Nineteen of these interviews occurred in the migrants’ homes on 
Sundays since this is when most parents are free from work. We completed two of the interviews 
during the week while completing community surveys based on the parents’ availability. We aimed 
to interview five parents from each center. We chose this number to gain a variety of opinions and 
still obtain the depth we wanted from each interview.  
These interviews followed the structured interview style so that there was uniformity across 
all of the interviews. To prevent language barrier issues caused by many parents speaking primarily 
Burmese, the team scheduled Burmese translators for instances when the team came across 
parents that could not speak Thai. These translators are migrants themselves, identified by Thai 
teammate Anan Sikamahn’s family seafood business.  
3.2.4 Community Surveys 
The team conducted community surveys to understand the perspectives of the people living 
in the community near the Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai (questions found in Appendix D). 
We wanted to understand the community’s perception of each learning center and how perception 
generally differed between learning centers. Questions for the community also inquired about the 
role people think a learning center should play and the effects the Raks Thai learning centers have 
on the surrounding communities. We included an additional question asking for recommendations 
for the centers to gauge what the community felt needed to be improved. 
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Respondents represent the populations that live in close proximity to each of the four 
learning centers. At all four of the learning centers, Raks Thai teachers or students identified 
potential locations for us to find survey respondents. We chose the remaining respondents by going 
to nearby neighborhoods and businesses and asking local people if they were willing to talk to us 
and knew of the centers. The relationships between the respondents and learning center students 
or employees may have resulted in a biased sample. Many people outside the learning center areas, 
or people not suggested by those very familiar with any learning center, would likely know little or 
nothing about the presence of the learning center or may view it differently. We aimed to survey 
ten people per location, giving us forty total responses to our community survey. We chose this 
number based on the depth we wanted from our surveys, given feedback from the Raks Thai 
Foundation, as well as the limited number of participants who had adequate knowledge of the 
learning centers to offer valuable data.  
The team utilized verbal surveys largely due to the language barrier. These surveys required 
Burmese translators because many people in the communities surrounding the learning centers do 
not speak or write fluent Thai. While we could often conduct the survey in Thai, questions 
occasionally required translation.  
One or two Thai students with one or two American students and a translator conducted 
each of these surveys. The Thai students asked the questions in Thai and took notes on the 
responses. The translator stepped in if the respondent spoke Burmese and clarification was 
necessary. After every few questions or an unexpected answer, the Thai students translated the 
conversation to the American students present to keep them informed.  
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The initial questions covered basic demographic information to provide an understanding of 
the background of the respondent. Other questions in the survey asked about the respondent’s 
expectations from a learning center as far as its role within the community and what it should be 
teaching its students. The survey also included questions asking their familiarity level with each of 
the learning centers. If the respondent indicated familiarity, the surveyor asked what they thought 
the learning center could improve upon and what effects, positive and negative, they thought the 
learning center had on its students and the community.  
3.2.5 Past Student Interviews 
Since the Raks Thai learning centers began using the non-formal education curriculum less 
than one year ago, no students have yet graduated from the learning centers following the 
curriculum adjustments. However, many students have entered and left the Raks Thai learning 
centers over the years and thus could have insight into the centers’ operations and effects. We 
developed interview questions to determine what impact the learning center had on the student’s 
life and job prospects, what skills they feel they gained, what skills they wish they could have 
gained, and any other recommendations for the learning centers (see Appendix E). 
The team asked teachers for the contact information of past students and reached out to 
these individuals to understand their opinions of the learning centers and what impact the learning 
centers had on their lives. Teachers of the learning centers provided us with 11 phone numbers for 
past students. We called all of these individuals and seven were willing to speak with us. We 
interviewed one past student that attended the Pongthip learning center and two past students 
from each of the other learning centers.  
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We anticipated that most of the past students would already be working and have limited 
availability. For this reason, the team conducted phone interviews at the convenience of these past 
students. Two Thai students conducted each interview, with one person taking notes and the other 
asking questions.  
3.2.6 Seafood Industry Employer Interviews 
In order to gain the perspective of businesses that hire migrant workers, the interviews 
addressed a variety of topics related to the industry employer’s opinions of the learning center 
(see Appendix F). One topic of interest was what skills or personnel the industry contacts are 
currently searching for when hiring new employees. Through the interviews, the team also wanted 
to understand the industry contacts’ opinions and points of view on the importance of learning 
centers run by both Raks Thai and other NGOs.  
Another portion of the questions focused on determining if the industry contacts are 
interested in developing a relationship with the Raks Thai learning centers. The potential 
relationships presented to industry contacts included a partnership where the Raks Thai learning 
centers could supply the businesses with skilled workers. From this arrangement, Raks Thai would 
be able to help their students obtain jobs while establishing a relationship where the businesses 
provide funding to the Raks Thai learning centers to educate future workers.  
The seafood industry is the most prominent in Samut Sakhon (Raks Thai VIDEO). Therefore, 
we conducted interviews with employers in this industry because it provides a wide array of job 
opportunities for migrant workers. This makes understanding the viewpoint of employers from this 
industry with respect to the learning centers important. With an understanding of the type of 
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personnel fishing industry employers are searching for, the Raks Thai Foundation can better train 
their students to be qualified for skilled labor positions. 
Of approximately 3,000 seafood processing factories in Samut Sakhon, we were able to 
interview five seafood industry employers (Muangmee, 2005). Three were personal connections of 
Anan Sikamahn and Thitikorn Kangwantam, two teammates familiar with the Mahachai area. 
Searching for contact information online in Thailand’s Yellow Pages yielded two more successful 
interviews. We also asked for contact information for parent’s employers, however, this channel 
was not successful as the contacts collected were not willing to cooperate.  
Phone interviews also allowed the team to be more flexible when scheduling these 
interviews. The industry employers typically have busy schedules, so we completed each interview 
in about ten minutes. Two of the Thai students interviewed each of the industry contacts; one 
student asked questions to keep the conversation moving, and another recorded the responses. 
The team chose to conduct interviews instead of surveys due to the expectation that the number of 
employers the team contacted would be small. The interview data gathered was also qualitative in 
nature, making interviews a more suitable option. These interviews were semi-structured to permit 
clarifying or follow-up questions if necessary. 
3.3 Analysis 
With information collected from all these sources, the project team performed extensive 
analyses to draw conclusions from the data. Given the nature of the research, both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis methods were necessary. This section details the analysis procedure and 
explains the selection of each utilized method.  
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3.3.1 Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Interviews 
Given that there are only six teachers currently facilitating the classes at the four learning 
centers, we had a relatively small sample pool. Therefore, all of the data collected were crucial to 
analysis, especially since the teacher responses are valuable to understanding the way these 
individuals interact with their students in the classroom. To fully capture each response without 
overlooking any details, we used a qualitative data analysis method that involved five teammates 
color coding the same set of data.  
Prior to determining data codes and selecting corresponding colors, we grouped the data by 
question with each teacher assigned a corresponding number. This way, we could examine all the 
teacher responses to each question simultaneously. By being able to compare and contrast teacher 
responses, coders were able to easily determine when developing a code might be necessary to 
accommodate new themes within responses. We utilized each of the developed codes throughout 
the full data set. After coding the data for the same question, each coder would develop concluding 
sentences that would summarize anything interesting seen in the data code patterns. The coders 
discussed and compared to make sure all the coders were interpreting the data similarly and that 
any realizations could be shared with the full group. After discussion, the team would code the next 
question independently and then compare results again. After coding the full data and discussing 
on an individual question basis, all the coders worked together to develop a final set of conclusions 
about the data. This effectively ensured that the team considered all data patterns prior to making 
recommendations later in the analysis process. Figure 6 Figure 6shows an example of a coded 
question. 
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Figure 6 - Teacher Interview Analysis Example 
In this example, blue represents issues concerning classroom operation with regard to the 
large range of students attending the centers. Yellow indicates evidence that the learning centers 
are understaffed and teachers are overwhelmed. The orange shows signs of language barriers 
within the classroom which hinder communication. Red designates student behavioral problems. 
Green represents issues that relate to financial restrictions. Since these codes are somewhat broad, 
most carried through multiple questions which helped in the development of overall conclusions.  
3.3.2 Qualitative Analysis of Data from Community Surveys and Parent, Seafood Industry 
Employer, and Past Student Interviews  
We analyzed the community surveys and interviews with parents, seafood industry 
employers, and past students using the same technique. Since there were more of these 
respondents than there were teachers, the process for analyzing raw data from these sources first 
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entailed entering all data into Excel spreadsheets. In the spreadsheets, each row corresponded to a 
single respondent and each column corresponded to a single question. Next, we condensed 
numerical or categorical answers into a standardized format with a number representing the 
respondent’s selections. Analyzing open-ended questions was more complex. Most of the time, we 
coded all answers to a single question separately from answers to other questions. For example, 
despite receiving a few similar answers to two questions, we created one set of codes for parent 
responses about what they wanted their children to learn and a completely different set of codes 
for responses to a question about what the learning centers are doing well. Given the limited range 
of responses for each of these questions, we used numbers to represent codes and kept codes fairly 
specific in order to draw conclusions from codes that were as close to the original responses as 
possible. A single answer could contain multiple codes, which would be indicated as “1, 2, 4” if the 
respondent covered those three different codes in their response. Figure 7 shows this reduction of 
responses to open-ended questions into numeric codes. In this figure, the original responses are at 
the top, the developed codes are in the middle, and the reduction of responses into a series of 
numbers are at the bottom. 
 In some cases, questions yielded similar results, so coders would combine the responses 
and then code as if all responses were to a single question. In other cases, we separated responses 
to a single question into multiple different columns and analyzed separately. After we converted all 
responses to sets of numeric codes, we counted the number of respondent's answers to a given 
question containing a certain code. Sometimes, we divided answers to open-ended questions by 
responses to earlier questions, such as learning center attended or ethnicity, in a method similar to 
cross-tabulation. Using this technique, we were able to identify differences between various groups 
of respondents within each data source. 
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3.3.3 Quantitative Analysis of Community Survey and Parent Interview  
The community surveys and parent interviews included closed-ended questions and 
questions simply requesting a numerical response to gather quantitative data. We broke the 
quantitative data down into interval and categorical data. Each type of data necessitates different 
analysis techniques. Interval data is data taking the form of a scale, with equal intervals between 
numbers. The interval data included ages, years, and salaries of parents and individuals in the 
Original Data 
Data Represented by Numeric Codes 
Numeric Codes 
Figure 7 - Parent Interview Analysis Example 
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community. The team analyzed single variables corresponding to interval data using measures of 
central tendency, such as the mean, median, and mode. Categorical data represents different 
categories with no implicit ordering between the groups. In order to analyze this data, we must 
examine frequencies of each category. We examined relationships between categorical variables 
using the technique of cross-tabulation. We examined the differences resulting from categories to 
determine common characteristics, which result from quantitative interval data or conclusions 
drawn from qualitative data, within each category and comparing the results across all categories. 
The team used these techniques when analyzing the quantitative data gathered using surveys. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
 
This chapter discusses in detail the findings of the research outlined in the previous chapter. 
Section 4.1 gives a brief overview of the four learning centers, their locations, and their teachers. The 
three subsequent sections provide analysis and results in relation to one of our objectives. For each of 
these objectives, we determined a few broad questions that we intended to answer through our 
interviews, surveys, and observations. These broad questions serve as the structure for the presentation 
of our results with the appropriate data and discussions used as evidence to provide answers. The final 
section covers our recommendations. 
When conducting interviews and surveys, we phrased nearly all opinion questions as open-
ended questions where the respondent was free to give multiple answers and suggest any ideas that 
came to mind. This means that the percentages of respondents noting benefits or skills may be lower 
than they might have been if we had provided the respondents with potential options to select. Unless 
otherwise noted, assume we asked the opinion questions using this format.  
4.1 Overview of Mahachai Learning Centers 
 
The learning centers began utilizing a new, non-formal education system a year ago. In the Tha 
Chalom, Saphan Pla and Pongthip learning centers, the teachers divide the students into three groups 
consisting of kindergarten, primary, and non-formal education. The teacher at the Krok Krak learning 
center divides her students into two groups: kindergarten and primary. She does not know enough Thai 
to teach the non-formal Thai education curriculum, so six of her students in the non-formal education 
class joined the Tha Chalom center to continue their education. In all of the learning centers, the 
teachers put the students into groups based on their level of Thai and Burmese language skills rather 
than age. The teachers evaluate their language skills based on a test each student takes when entering 
the learning center. Students with sufficient skills in Thai language join the non-formal education class 
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and others who lack Thai language skills start in either the primary class or the kindergarten class. These 
primary and kindergarten classes teach basic language skills and prepare them for the non-formal 
education class. The students later move into different grades based on the teachers’ evaluation.  
Aside from the curriculum used, each of the four Mahachai learning centers is very different. 
They have distinctive facilities, access to varying resources and teachers, and represent very different 
communities. Teacher decisions and methods vary depending on the spatial and instructional 
constraints of a given center. Since the factors of location, facilities, and community greatly influence 
the way a center operates, the next four subsections discuss the details related to these factors for each 
of the learning centers to provide context for the information in the rest of the chapter (a map with the 
locations of the four Mahachai learning centers can be found in Figure 4 in Section 2.4). All information 
presented in this section came from observations, teacher interviews, conversations with our sponsor, 
or demographic information from parent interviews and community surveys. 
4.1.1 Tha Chalom Learning Center 
 
The Tha Chalom learning center is located in the alley next to the Chong Lom Temple near 
the Tha Chin River. Of the four Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai, Tha Chalom is the only one 
east of the Tha Chin River. The learning center is located in the residential area in the Tha Chalom 
community beside a barber shop (see Figure 8). The people in the Tha Chalom community were very 
friendly. The community members seemed to have good relationships within the neighborhoods. 
One of the teachers at this learning center indicated there is less crime and drug activity in this 
community than other areas of Mahachai due to the security cameras placed throughout the 
community. Most of the migrants in this area live in one alley and the Thai locals reside in upper 
floors above street level shops. However, there is still some interaction between the migrants and 
the Thai locals.   
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Figure 8 - The Front of Tha Chalom Learning Center 
The Tha Chalom learning center uses a three-room building, equipped with a kitchen area, 
bathroom, and a small garden where students grow herbs and vegetables they use for preparing 
their own lunches. The smallest class space is adjacent to the street, the next largest is an enclosed 
internal room that holds paper resources, parents’ contact information, teacher desks and a 
computer, and the largest room spans the length of the other two spaces. The only space that does 
not provide students with desks and chairs is the enclosed room, as the kindergarten children most 
often work there. Each of the three work spaces has its own white board for the teachers to use 
(see Figure 9). The children use the kitchen area in the center for cooking lunch. The older kids cook 
while the younger ones help with the preparation. The students each pay 10 baht per day for lunch. 
The rent for this building is 3,000 baht per month with an additional 2,000 baht for water. The three 
separate rooms feel comfortable with multiple fans and plenty of natural light, but enough shade to 
keep the temperature down. 
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Currently one Thai teacher, Kru Na, works full-time at the Tha Chalom learning center, as well as 
one rotational Burmese teacher, Kru Son, who is there four days per week. Kru Na has been teaching at 
the Raks Thai learning center in Tha Chalom for six years. She heard of Raks Thai and their learning 
centers through a friend who previously worked as a teacher at the learning center. After one of the 
teachers at the center quit, she started working as a teacher herself. Currently, she teaches Thai 
language and the non-formal curriculum. Kru Son has been teaching for eight years. She taught middle 
school students in Myanmar for five years and began teaching at the Raks Thai learning center three 
years ago. At first, she worked at Rahmonya Labour Union, a small NGO, which later joined Raks Thai, 
and Raks Thai gave her the opportunity to teach at their learning center. She teaches math, Burmese 
language and English language at the Tha Chalom learning center. 
Figure 9 - Rooms of the Tha Chalom Learning Center 
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The age range of the students attending this center is the widest of the four Raks Thai centers, 
with between forty and fifty students total. Children enter at the permissible age of five, and some stay 
beyond age fifteen. Two of the older girls, who frequently help teach younger students, are both sixteen 
years old. A baby was also in attendance on one of the two observation days. In the Tha Chalom learning 
center, student grouping is the most organized since each of the work spaces have clear divisions. 
According to the teachers, students at this learning center are more focused and concentrate on their 
studies more than at the other learning centers. 
Out of the five Burmese parents we interviewed living around the Tha Chalom learning center, 
three had already been settled in Mahachai for ten years or more. The other two parents we 
interviewed just arrived in Mahachai approximately two years ago. In addition, four out of five parents 
we interviewed work as laborers in a factory and one works as a maid. 
4.1.2 Saphan Pla Learning Center 
 
The Saphan Pla learning center is in the heart of a fishery port community. The center is in a 
small alley away from the main road (see Figure 10). Wat Pom Wichian Chotikaram Temple, a 
famous landmark, is in the same alley.  
 
Figure 10 - Saphan Pla Learning Center, a Two Story Building with an Extension Building Made with Metal Sheet Roof 
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The learning center benefits from occasional food donations from Wat Pom Wichian 
Chotikaram temple. One teacher indicated that the Saphan Pla community does not seem to have 
any interaction or communication between neighborhoods. The Saphan Pla teachers also 
mentioned that they must keep the children quiet due to nearby neighbors. The community 
consists of residential areas, a convenience store, and a factory, so there is no apparent activity that 
joins the community together. One of the learning center teachers said that because the center is in 
the heart of a fishery port area, the community is known for being one of the most dangerous and 
corrupted areas in Mahachai due to drugs, theft, and gang activity. Since businesses in this 
community have high hard labor demands, businesses turn to middlemen to find workers. 
According to the teachers, these middlemen often act as leaders of criminal groups that manipulate 
the Burmese community in the area. 
One classroom is on the first floor of a two-story wooden house, and the other is in a single 
room expansion constructed with a metal sheet roof besides this building. The room built with the 
metal sheet roof contains desks, chairs and a whiteboard. The other room has a refrigerator, food 
storage, and a television which the teacher uses for both instruction and playing cartoon movies for 
the students during their lunch break (see Figure 11). The youngest students use the first floor of 
the wooden house, while the second floor serves as a storage room. The single room expansion 
gets much hotter during the day than in the two-story building due to the metal roofing. The 
learning center also has very few windows, which leads to insufficient sunlight, limited airflow, and 
increased classroom temperatures. The students typically use the street as their play space. They 
have a charcoal stove which the students and teachers occasionally use to make lunch. The 
students can pay 10 baht to eat this or bring lunch from home instead. On other days, all students 
bring their own lunches. The rent for these facilities is 3,000 baht per month with water included. 
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Electricity for this learning center is frequently free due to using less than the threshold over which 
additional payment would be necessary.  
 
 
 
 
 
The Saphan Pla learning center currently employs one permanent Thai teacher, Kru Pla, and 
two rotational Burmese teachers (one male and one female). Kru Pla teaches Thai language and the 
non-formal curriculum. Typically the male Burmese teacher, Kru Yamen, teaches Burmese at the 
center one day per week while the female teacher, Kru Son, teaches English one day a week. A 
“field office manager” of Raks Thai invited Kru Pla to teach at the center. She started teaching as a 
trainee teacher for three years and has since taught at the Raks Thai learning center for the last 
seven years as a full time teacher. Kru Son regularly teaches at the Tha Chalom learning center, and 
Kru Yamen, usually teaches at the Pongthip learning center. They teach approximately 20 students, 
ranging in age from four to fourteen years old. Primary and kindergarten students study in the same 
room where older children in the group distract some of the younger ones. In the Saphan Pla 
learning center, on the day that Kru Pla is the only teacher at the center, she separates the children 
and assigns work. During the day, she rotates to different groups to assign new work as students 
complete assignments. However, on the days when a rotational teacher is present at the center, the 
students divide into two groups, primary and first grade as one group, and non-formal as another 
Figure 11 - Interior of Saphan Pla Learning Center with Metal-Roofed Room (Left) and Wooden House (Right) 
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group. Each teacher is responsible for teaching one group of students and they switch groups with 
the other teacher for the afternoon class. 
The five parents we interviewed around the Saphan Pla learning center settled in Mahachai 
six or more years ago. Two of the parents arrived six and eight years ago respectively. One of the 
parents has been living in Mahachai for twenty years while the last two have both been living in 
Mahachai for twenty-five years. All of the parents interviewed work in factories as hard laborers. 
4.1.3 Pongthip Learning Center 
 
The Pongthip learning center is on the opposite side of the Tha Chin River from the Tha 
Chalom learning center. It is in between the Saphan Pla learning center and Krok Krak learning 
center. The learning center itself is in an alley past the Pongthip Cold Storage facilities (see Figure 
12). The community around the learning center seemed to be quiet and peaceful and the children 
tend to stay longer in the community. 
 
Figure 12 - Entrance to Pongthip Learning Center 
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The Pongthip learning center has two connected classrooms with the same amount of space 
and similar resources. The entrance to the center opens into the first room, which connects to a 
second interior room. The rent for this building is 2,000 baht per month with an additional 2,000 
baht per month for water and electricity. The first room is for the kindergarten only because the 
learning center has a large number of young children attending. The room has desks pushed 
together with chairs arranged around them and a whiteboard. The first grade and non-formal 
education students share the second room (see Figure 13). The students sit separately in their 
educational groups with one white board for the non-formal students. The whole learning center 
has one computer and one television. Overall, the learning center is a small space with few 
windows that offer low lighting and limited airflow. Students at this learning center bring their own 
lunches every day.  
In the Pongthip learning center, there is one permanent Thai teacher, Kru Nuch, and one 
Burmese teacher, Kru Yamen, who teaches four days per week. Kru Nuch started working with the 
Raks Thai Foundation as a volunteer teacher seven years ago at the Krok Krak learning center by the 
Figure 13 - Kindergarten Class (Left) and Primary and Non-Formal Education Classes (Right) at Pongthip 
Learning Center 
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invitation of the staff in the foundation. She then decided to become a full-time teacher. Currently, 
she teaches Thai language and the non-formal curriculum. Kru Yamen had experience teaching in 
Myanmar for two years and then moved to teach at this learning center one year ago. He teaches 
both in the Pongthip learning center and the Saphan Pla learning center, due to the lack of Burmese 
teachers. In this learning center, Kru Yamen teaches Burmese language, English language, and 
mathematics based on the Burmese public school curriculum. 
With approximately twenty students, this learning center is about the same size as the 
Saphan Pla center. The age range of the children is a little wider than the other at the other centers, 
approximately seven to fourteen with two older children. If the Burmese teacher is present, the 
teachers divide the class into morning and afternoon sessions. The Burmese and Thai teachers will 
alternate groups with each other for the afternoon class. Similarly, if only the Thai teacher is 
present on that day, the teacher will assign work and move around in order to teach all the grades. 
The teacher assigns work to kindergarten first, then the first grade, and lastly, the non-formal 
education students.  
Two out of the five parents have been living in the area for a few years while the rest have 
been there for almost a decade. All of them work as laborers in different manufacturing businesses. 
4.1.4 Krok Krak Learning Center 
 
The Krok Krak learning center is located near the Krok Krak Temple and Krok Krak market (see 
Figure 14). Like the Pongthip and Saphan Pla learning centers, the Krok Krak area is also on the opposite 
side of the Tha Chin River from the Tha Chalom learning center. The Krok Krak learning center is in an 
area with a convenience store, salons and shops close by. Migrant residences around the area are 
located along small alleys, and Thai residences are located along the main road. The teacher indicated 
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that she must keep the children quiet due to the nearby neighbors. This community was the least willing 
to participate in our surveys.  
The Krok Krak learning center has the biggest space of the four Raks Thai Mahachai learning 
centers as it was previously a drop in center for adult migrants. There are two floors in the center 
and a small area in the back which serves as a playground (see Figure 15). The center has a toilet, 
however, it can only can be used during low tide and cannot be flushed during high tide. As a result, 
students sometimes need to use the neighbors’ toilets. On the first floor, there is a small room 
which serves as a teacher office and another open space that is the classroom for both the 
kindergarten and first grade levels. There is also a playground space in the back of the learning 
center that is equipped with an old swing; however, students still often play in the street. The Raks 
Thai Foundation uses the second floor for another project. The rent for the whole building is 7,000 
baht with an additional 2,000 baht for water and electric per month. However, the learning center 
shares this expense with the other project in the building. Krok Krak students bring lunch from 
home every day. 
Figure 14 - Interior and Entrance of Krok Krak Learning Center 
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The Krok Krak learning center is different from the rest of the Mahachai learning centers as 
there is only one permanent Burmese teacher, Kru Ye, and Thai language has not been taught since 
the permanent Thai teacher quit in December of 2014. The Burmese teacher had five years of 
teaching experience in Myanmar before she moved to Mahachai. At that time the Raks Thai 
Foundation was looking for a Burmese teacher and she happened to be in the community so she 
decided to take the job offer which provided a higher salary than working in Myanmar. She has 
been teaching in the Raks Thai learning center for eight years. The Krok Krak center is the smallest 
with only about fifteen students. The children’s ages ranged from approximately seven to twelve. 
All of the students in this center are in the same large room. Students in this learning center appear 
to get easily distracted by other groups of students right next to them. The teacher manages the 
students by dividing the class into two groups, kindergarten level and primary level. The Burmese 
teacher has to swap teaching between the classes by giving out assignments to one group in order 
to keep them busy while she teaches the other.  
Figure 15 - Play area (left) with swing (right) at Krok Krak learning center 
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Four of the migrant parents interviewed have been living in the Krok Krak area for between 
three and seven years, and one parent has been there for seventeen years. In addition, four out of 
the five parents are working as laborers in the seafood industry. One parent works as a translator.  
4.2 Determine the Opinions of the Communities Surrounding the Raks Thai Learning 
Centers in Mahachai 
 
As noted in the previous chapter, the Raks Thai Foundation wants to understand the 
opinions of those affected by their learning centers. In order to capture the opinions of the parents, 
former students, and community members, we aimed to answer two broad questions, each 
discussed in one of the following subsections. The questions are: 
1. How helpful does the community perceive the learning centers to be? 
2. What are the positive and negative impacts of the learning centers? 
4.2.1 Perception of Learning Center Helpfulness 
We asked 10 respondents from the communities at each learning center to rate how helpful 
each learning center is to their respective community and its students on a five point scale (see 
Appendix J). They could rank each center at one for not helpful through five for very helpful. 
Although the resulting mean values differed across the four communities (see Table 3), t-test results 
suggest that the only significant difference was between the Tha Chalom and Krok Krak centers’ 
means where Tha Chalom’s rating was significantly higher (2.3, .04). Importantly, across the 
learning centers combined, the mode was five, suggesting that the community does appreciate the 
learning centers. 
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Table 3 - Helpfulness Ratings of Learning Centers by Community Members 
 Tha Chalom, 
N=10 
Saphan Pla, 
N=10 
Pongthip, 
N=10 
Krok Krak, 
N=10 
All, N = 40 
Mean 4.4 4.2 3.8 3.4 3.95 
Standard Deviation 0.52 1.14 1.42 1.26 1.13 
Minimum 4 2 1 2 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 
Mode 4 5 5 2,3,5 5 
 
We also asked community members how familiar they were with the learning centers with 1 
representing not familiar at all, and 5 representing extremely familiar. The graph in Figure 16 shows 
the familiarity of community members plotted against how helpful they thought the learning 
centers are. The marker size reflects the number of respondents who provided the same set of 
rankings for familiarity and helpfulness. 
 
Figure 16 - Familiarity vs. Helpfulness Ratings by Community Members 
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In Figure 16, the two largest markers represent six respondents. The trend line shows the 
general relationship between familiarity with the learning centers and how helpful a respondent 
perceives them to be. The upwards slope indicates that with more familiarity, respondents typically 
rated the learning centers as more helpful. This chart also shows that only one person out of 40 
respondents believed that the learning centers were not helpful, and this person was not familiar with 
the centers.  
4.2.2 Positive and Negative Impacts of the Learning Center 
 
We asked parents, community members, and past students about the positive and negative 
effects the learning center in their community has had on them (see Appendix I, J and K, respectively). 
Figure 17 indicates the positive effects of the learning centers identified by parents.  
 
Figure 17 - Positive Effects Identified by Parents 
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Improvement in language skills was the only effect mentioned by parents at all four centers 
which indicates that the centers are effectively providing students with language instruction. It is also 
important to note that only parents at Saphan Pla and Pongthip mentioned day care. 
Figure 18 displays the community member responses for positive effects of the learning centers 
on the enrolled students and surrounding community.  
 
 
Figure 18 - Positive Effects Identified by Community Members 
 
The survey respondents in each of the learning center communities noted two positive effects 
of the learning centers: improved behavior and more educational opportunities. The frequent responses 
about improved behavior could indicate that the students are learning more about Thai culture in 
regards to etiquette, and that they are beginning to integrate more into their respective communities.  
Former students highlighted many positive effects that the learning center had on their lives. Six 
out of seven said if they were to make the decision again, they would choose to attend the learning 
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center. The positive effects they experienced are below with the number of students indicating the 
effect in parentheses.  
 Improved childhood (7 out of 7 former students) 
 Improved job prospects and preparation for current job (5 out of 6 former students 
currently in the workforce) 
 Learned Thai which allowed them to better interact with the community and their 
bosses (6 out of 7 former students) 
 Obtained good general education (4 out of 7 former students) 
 Learned social skills, manners, and life skills (3 out of 7 former students) 
 Learned Burmese and English (2 out of 7 former students) 
Parents, community members, and former students also identified several negative effects of 
the learning centers (see Appendices I, J and K, respectively). Generally, the parents of the learning 
center students noted minimal negative effects. However, they indicated concern that the mixing of 
different age groups during play can cause accidents and harm younger students. One of the parents 
from the Tha Chalom center said that the tuition fee was problematic for them. A parent from the 
Pongthip learning center also has concerns that their child spends too much time hanging out with 
friends from the learning center instead of helping out at home.  
Community members also noted some negative effects of the learning centers. The community 
around the Tha Chalom learning center only noted mild noise complaints, which two out of ten people 
mentioned. Only three of the ten respondents for the Saphan Pla learning center suggested negative 
effects which included minor noise complaints, concerns relating to the safety of children playing in the 
street, and vandalism in the community caused by students of the learning center. Two community 
members surveyed around the Pongthip learning center had complaints about the center’s lack of effort 
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to be involved in the community. Four of the ten respondents had some complaints and concerns about 
the Krok Krak center. Two people said that the learning center was too noisy, one said that the learning 
center did not try to integrate into the community, and another expressed safety concerns related to 
the learning center’s proximity to a busy road.  
Only two of the seven former learning center students interviewed identified any negative 
effects. The first simply indicated that the learning center did not help to prepare them for their current 
job. The second student noting a negative effect said that mixing children with different ages could 
cause accidents when children are playing and that things can be stolen by other students. 
Overall, the communities, parents, and former students discussed more positive than negative 
effects. Formers students of the learning center more commonly noted improvements to their job 
prospects as a benefit of the learning centers than community members and parents. All groups 
identifying benefits of the center frequently brought up improved language skills for students. The 
centers’ previous students did not mention day care at all, which both community members and parents 
of learning center students identified. Parents, community members, and past students all identified 
varying negative effects. Safety for the children was the only effect common to all three groups, though 
past students and parents were more concerned with behavior in the center and community members 
were more concerned about the learning centers’ locations. Other negative effects parents noted were 
those that impacted their financial or family situations that would not have an effect on any other 
groups. As anticipated, community members tended to indicate more concerns to do with external 
effects than concerns with internal operations, such as noise or vandalism. 
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4.3 Evaluate the Effectiveness of the Four Raks Thai Learning Centers in Mahachai 
 
The Raks Thai Foundation would also like to know if their learning centers in Mahachai are 
effective. As previously mentioned, the learning centers are effective by Raks Thai’s definition if they 
provide some educational value and serve as more than a day care for their students. In order to 
determine this, we sought to answer two broad questions. The questions are: 
1. Are the children at the learning center gaining an education?  
2. Why are parents sending their children to the learning center? 
4.3.1 Educational Value of the Learning Centers 
 
 The parents’ opinions on the material the children are learning from the centers played a role in 
determining whether or not the learning centers are effective. As previously mentioned in section 4.2.2, 
our data highlights that parents noted improvement in language skills, better job prospects for students 
enrolled in the learning center, and more educational opportunities (see Appendices I, J, and M). Several 
past students noted improvements in language skills as well as other life skills due to their education at 
the learning centers. This is clear evidence that the learning centers provide educational value.  
4.3.2 Motivation for Sending Children to the Learning Center 
 
In the interviews with parents, we asked why they chose to enroll their children in the learning 
centers. This question was set up as a multiple-answer question, which led to answers that focused on 
three potential reasons (see Appendix I). Figure 19 outlines the results of this question.  
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Figure 19 - Parents' Motivation for Sending Child to Learning Center 
Though four parents identified daycare as a reason to send their children to the learning center, 
only one parent from all four centers identified day care service as the sole reason for sending their child 
to the learning center. Parents also indicated that they send their children for job and educational 
opportunities much more than day care. This suggests that most parents see educational value in the 
learning centers and do not think of them as a day care. The parents from the Saphan Pla learning 
center said that they only send their children to the learning center for better job opportunities and not 
for more educational opportunities. The location of the Saphan Pla learning in the center of a fishery 
port could be the cause of this emphasis. There are more jobs available near the port and as a result, 
there may be more interest in jobs here than in other areas of Mahachai. 
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4.4 Provide Information and Develop Recommendations for Improvement of the Four 
Raks Thai Learning Centers  
 
Our final objective was to provide Raks Thai with information and recommendations on how 
they can improve their learning centers in Mahachai. We created four broad questions to answer in 
order to develop our recommendations. These questions are: 
1. What information about the learning centers might help Raks Thai make improvements? 
2. What skills are most important for migrant children to obtain? 
3. What changes could improve the effectiveness and positive impact of the learning centers? 
4. How might Raks Thai collaborate with local businesses to improve their learning centers? 
4.4.1 Teacher Interview and Observation Information  
 
This section discusses information discovered through teacher interviews and observation 
sessions. The information is broken up into different aspects of learning center operation. Notes from 
teacher interviews can be found in Appendices G and H.  
Curriculum and Exams 
All of the learning centers teach the same core subjects except the Tha Chalom learning center, 
which also offers computer classes, and the Krok Krak center, which does not teach Thai. As the teachers 
in all the centers break their students into groups without regard to age, students in the groups have 
different learning speeds. For evaluation, each of the teachers at the centers uses the same method 
where they give out end of chapter/lesson tests and an end of the year exam. 
The only permanent teacher who had concerns about the pace of the curriculum was at the Tha 
Chalom learning center. Her concern was about teaching behind the curriculum schedule for the non-
formal education class since she has to teach multiple groups of students when she is the only teacher 
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at the center. In addition, the Office of Non-formal and Informal Education sets the exam dates for the 
non-formal education curriculum throughout all the learning centers and this puts pressure on the 
teacher to stay on schedule. Both of the rotational teachers voiced concerns about finishing the 
teaching curriculum at each center since they rotate between two centers with more teaching days in 
one than the other. At the centers with more instructor coverage, the teachers are able to adjust what 
days they teach material to cover the curriculum. However, Saphan Pla, which has each of the rotational 
teachers for only one day per week, has much less flexibility and as a result, the children at this center 
are frequently behind schedule. This leads to difficulty in preparing for exams since the centers do not 
learn nor retain the same level of knowledge, and the teacher has to set the exam in the middle of the 
skill levels.  
Attendance 
At all of the learning centers, student attendance is imperfect. Parents bringing their children 
with them to work often cause absences. Although Raks Thai receives donations such as uniforms for 
the students, tuition fees still prevent some students from going to school. Some parents do not want to 
send their children if they cannot pay the fee, so they keep them at home, although the teachers do 
encourage them to send their children anyway. Inadequate income coming into the family also causes 
students to miss school to help their parents at work. In other instances, it is the child’s choice to not 
attend class. Kru Pla explained that due to the proximity of the Saphan Pla learning center to a game 
shop, she needs to retrieve many of her students from the local game store. She also mentioned that 
her students sometimes need to remain at home to watch over their younger siblings. Additionally, 
there is more job availability in this community as it located near the shipping dock, so the children tend 
to start to work at an earlier age, resulting in high dropout rates.  
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To encourage the students to attend class, half of the teachers tell their students stories. They 
remind the students of the success they will earn with an education and the financial gains they will be 
able to make. However, the two Burmese teachers primarily rely on reasoning that serves more like a 
scare tactic. The teachers remind the students how poorly their lives will be without education, and 
warn them of the consequences of poor attendance.  
The teachers at each center currently keep attendance records, which we were able to examine. 
However, these records lack details, and do not have a consistent format between the centers. There 
are also large gaps in time in the records. Spreadsheets containing portions of attendance records can 
be found in Appendix S. 
Resources 
Since each teacher has their own teaching methods, they each have different preferences for 
using classroom resources. Most teachers mentioned the importance of classic text resources such as 
textbooks and workbooks and the value of the donated books from Sikkha Asia Foundation which often 
provide Thai, Burmese, and English text. Some teachers also stated that the number of Burmese 
textbooks is insufficient for the students. Students in kindergarten and first grade classes sometimes 
have to buy their own Thai language textbooks. Since some students cannot afford the books, the 
teacher purchases them for the students instead. The teachers who instruct primarily at Tha Chalom 
focused on wanting more computers to help their students gain technological skills. This may have to do 
with the teachers’ more ambitious goals for the futures of their students. Better jobs would require 
higher level skills, such as computer skills. Three of the teachers also mentioned their use of songs to 
help students remember material, although only one of these teachers suggested a preference for using 
CDs to assist this practice. Beyond the resources provided to teachers, some teachers use their own 
games, songs, and activities to help teach their students. Two of the four stationary teachers prefer 
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utilizing prepared materials rather than using teaching materials developed by themselves or by other 
learning center teachers. This is interesting because the four teachers that prepare and use their own 
original teaching materials to supplement donated supplies were those that worked primarily at Tha 
Chalom and Pongthip: the two learning centers that spend the most time with two instructors during 
the week. The two teachers that are the most isolated and teach by themselves for the majority of the 
week (teachers at Saphan Pla and Krok Krak) tend not to use their own materials.  
Advertisement 
From our observations we noticed that the learning centers lack advertising and signage that 
could make them recognizable. The Saplan Pla learning center does not have any sign showing that it is a 
learning center. At the other learning centers, the signs are inconsistent and unclear. Some signs are not 
visible to people passing by because they are indoors, and others have missing or faded letters, making 
the signs difficult to read.  
The Raks Thai Foundation does have a video on YouTube highlighting the overview, purpose, 
and teacher perspectives of the learning centers. This appears to be the only major source of 
information about the Raks Thai learning centers on the Internet.  
Language Barriers  
The Raks Thai teachers each face different problems in their learning centers. They identified 
language barriers as a major problem. The teachers in the Saphan Pla and Pongthip learning centers 
seem to be facing more communication problems due to the language barrier. According to the teacher 
interview, the children separate into two groups where some speak Thai and some speak Burmese. 
Because of the necessary translation, the vocabulary is sometimes difficult to explain to the children. 
Therefore, the students sometimes have to help the teacher with translation.  
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Training 
According to the teacher interviews, four out of six teachers received some initial training from 
Raks Thai. Only the teacher at the Krok Krak learning center and the rotational teacher that instructs 
primarily at Pongthip have not received any kind of training. Five of the six teachers, however, wanted 
to have additional training to improve on their teaching technique. Other training interests varied from 
academic skills to life skills, with each of the teachers having their own preferences. 
Parent Interaction 
Most parents of migrant children learning at the four Raks Thai centers have developed a strong 
bond with the teachers by treating each other like family. The teachers try very hard to help the parents 
in times of trouble. If the migrant children are sick during the night and need medical care, the parents 
sometimes ask the teacher to take their child to the hospital as they cannot communicate or are afraid 
of being caught by the police. At Tha Chalom, the teacher picks up the students who live too far away to 
walk to the center and do not have transportation. She also brings them home each day so that the 
students have the opportunity to study.  
When children at Saphan Pla skip class and their parents are busy at work, the teacher may 
leave the center to retrieve the students. Most of the time the parents inform the teacher before their 
child is absent. However, there are still some cases when the parents do not inform the teachers in 
advance about students being absent. In these situations, the teachers visit the family at their home to 
understand what prevented the student from going to school. This strong communication helps ensure 
that the students receive their education. 
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Student Behavior 
Most teachers noted some degree of student behavior problems. Both of the teachers who 
rotate between two centers described having more trouble managing the students at Saphan Pla. They 
attribute this to the nature of the center’s surrounding community, in which many laborers are involved 
in illegal activities. The influence of the older students causes the younger children to become more 
stubborn and mischievous (see Appendix P). The community also contributes to behavioral problems at 
the Krok Krak learning center. Through our interviews, we learned that the teachers at the nearby 
learning centers (Saphan Pla and Pongthip) have become accustomed to helping bail Krok Krak students 
involved in illegal activities out of jail. For the other learning centers, teachers did not mention any such 
community problems. 
Learning Center Teacher Shortage 
Two of the permanent teachers mentioned that they cannot handle all the students at the same 
time. The teachers worry that there is an insufficient number of teachers to attend to all the students 
because each student has different levels of skills in each of the subjects. However, in all of the learning 
centers, one or two teachers cannot adequately manage all of the educational groups. The teachers 
move around to each group, assigning work without fully teaching any of the curricula. Moreover, if the 
teachers are sick or absent, there is no one to substitute for them so the children miss the chance to 
study that day. Both of the rotational teachers feel that they have to repeat lessons at Saphan Pla since 
they are each only at the center for one day a week. As a result, the children need to review the prior 
week’s material and repeat previously taught lessons. This leaves little time to cover new material. 
Our observation sessions confirmed what we learned in teacher interviews and community 
surveys about the need for more teachers. When we observed the Tha Chalom learning center, we were 
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able to see how the classroom operated with a single teacher, and how two teachers created a different 
environment.  
Our second observation period at the Tha Chalom center involved watching a single Thai teacher 
move between three groups of rowdy students. Although some of the older students helped provide 
instruction to the younger students, it was clear that the students had more free, uninstructed time 
than would have occurred with two teachers. Some children played hand-games while waiting for new 
assignments, and other children socialized freely depending on their location in the room in relation to 
their teacher. The teacher seemed overwhelmed with the number of students she had to supervise. It 
appeared to be too much to handle for a single teacher, especially when we witnessed the learning 
center’s operation with two teachers present a couple weeks later.  
With two teachers at Tha Chalom, the learning environment was vastly different. There were 
still three groups of children, but the two teachers effectively held the focus and attention of all the 
children present. The Burmese rotational teacher taught an English class, while the Thai teacher 
monitored two groups of students learning Thai. The Thai teacher frequently disciplined students and 
maintained their attention. Though the environment seemed more tense and structured, the teacher 
appeared more relaxed and at ease. It appeared that she had regained the motivation to keep the 
attention of the classes and seemed much happier to be teaching her students. 
4.4.2 Most Important Skills 
 
We also asked parents, seafood industry employers, community members, past students, 
and teachers to list the skills they thought were most important for migrant children to learn (see 
Appendices I, L, J, K, and G, respectively). Figure 20 summarizes the parent responses. 
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Figure 20 - Valued Skills Identified by Parents 
We found that parents at each of the different learning centers are interested in different skills 
(see Appendix R for more details). However, language skills are consistently valued over other academic 
skills. Interestingly, English language skill was the most highly desired. 
Community members also indicated what skills they thought the learning center should 
teach (see Appendix R for more details). Figure 21 shows the responses. 
  
Figure 21 - Valued Skills Identified by Community Members 
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It is interesting to note that language skills are in the highest demand and are valued 
significantly more than general knowledge and life skills. In some respects, this makes sense since 
communication is crucial for an individual’s community involvement and eventual employment. 
However, it was surprising to find that English language was more desired than Burmese or Thai 
language. It is also interesting that more members of the community felt that the learning center should 
be teaching Burmese than Thai. There are a couple potential reasons for this apparent preference. Thai 
participants may have assumed that the learning centers would teach Thai, and therefore did not list it 
in their suggestions for important skills. Another possibility is the assumption that parents believe their 
children will eventually return to Myanmar, and therefore should continue to learn Burmese. The last 
point to note from this figure is the community’s interest in computer skills, which were mentioned 
almost as commonly as Thai language. 
Figure 22 separates community responses by employment type into two categories: higher 
ranking jobs including skilled laborers and business owners and lower level jobs, comprised of unskilled 
laborers and unemployed people. Skilled laborers potentially have more insight into which more 
advanced skills could lead to a better job.  
 
Figure 22 - Valued Skills Identified by Community Members, Separated by Employment Type 
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Responses between these two groups were relatively similar. Both groups rated Burmese 
language, computer skills, and Thai language very similarly. Unemployed and unskilled workers indicated 
general education and life skills as important more frequently than the skilled laborers and business 
owners. Skilled laborers and business owners indicated that English was important significantly more 
than unskilled laborers and the unemployed (t-statistic = 2.3, p = .03). This is potentially because people 
in lower skill jobs do not interact often with others outside of their workplace. Business owners, 
managers and skilled laborers, however, are more likely to interact with English speakers.  
We asked the seafood industry employers what skills they generally look for when hiring 
migrant workers. Of the five employers that we interviewed, four indicated that languages are most 
desirable. Three of these specified Thai language skills and the last indicated that translation skills would 
be useful. One person also said their company looks for computer skills and technician skills.  
All seven past students that we interviewed indicated languages as the most important skills 
that the learning center should teach. Each one indicated a language they felt was most important with 
three of them indicating Thai, and two indicating Burmese and English each.  
The distribution of the teachers’ opinions on important skills was quite wide and fairly even. 
Two teachers valued computer skills, and both felt as though the centers do not currently offer that skill 
sufficiently well. Two others identified life skills. Three teachers named languages, one saying Thai, 
Burmese, and English are all important, another saying Burmese was most important, and the third 
saying Thai. 
These responses from the teachers did not align with those gathered from other stakeholders. 
Three of the teachers felt that learning languages, computer skills and life skills were equally important. 
This is interesting because the learning center communities and the parents of the children had less of 
an interest in computer literacy, general education, and life skills. The two teachers who emphasized 
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computer skills primarily teach at Tha Chalom, an area where computer skills are not of high priority in 
the surrounding community (see Appendix R). The responses of the community and parents were quite 
similar to each other. Both groups value language skills most highly. However, some discrepancies are 
present, including that the community values computer skills more than the surveyed parents. The 
parents of learning center students more frequently noted Thai language as more important than 
Burmese language, whereas the community noted importance of Burmese instruction more frequently 
than Thai instruction. Likewise the past students and industry contacts also agree that languages are 
most important, though they mention English more frequently. 
4.4.3 Stakeholder’s Suggestions for Improvement 
 
While conducting our surveys and interviews, many community members and parents offered 
various suggestions for areas the Raks Thai learning centers could improve. Their recommendations 
largely support the concerns voiced by the teachers. The most frequent recommendations mentioned 
by the parents and community members are in Table 4 below, divided by learning center. Beside each 
recommendation is additional information from throughout the chapter that supports that 
recommendation (the full lists with the frequencies of each response are in Appendix M).  
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Table 4 - Community and Parent Suggestions for Improvement 
Learning 
Center 
Parent/Community Suggestion Support from Other Source 
Tha Chalom 
Employ more teachers Highest enrollment, seemingly overburdened 
teachers 
Additional computers and 
computer instruction 
Computer need indicated by both teachers 
Additional English instruction English taught only by rotational teacher who also 
has to cover Burmese 
Saphan Pla  
Better advertising and 
recognition 
Located in a small alleyway, not visible to 
passersby 
Better location Proximity to a game shop causes distraction and 
truancy 
Bigger facilities One of the two smallest learning centers 
More teachers Only has a second teacher for two out of the five 
weekdays 
Additional computers Current computer is broken 
Pongthip 
Better advertising and 
recognition 
Located behind a cold storage facility down an 
alley 
Bigger facilities One of the two smallest learning centers 
More teachers Second highest attendance on average 
Krok Krak 
More teachers Only one teacher all days of the week, cannot 
teach Thai language 
More supplies Teacher interested in more textbooks, 
workbooks, and stationery supplies 
Better advertising and 
recognition 
Difficult finding people in the community that 
were familiar with this center for surveying 
More computers and computer 
instruction 
Computer instruction not currently provided 
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4.4.4 Funding & Industry Collaboration 
 
The Raks Thai Foundation’s funding for their Mahachai learning centers is limited. To continue 
to operate the centers, Raks Thai needs additional funding. Migrant parents currently pay tuition fees of 
100 Baht per month for their children to attend the learning centers. This excludes any transportation 
and food costs associated with attending the learning center. In the interviews with parents (see 
Appendix I), we asked how much each parent would be willing to pay for tuition and transportation for 
each child per month (see Appendix Q). The graph shown in Figure 23 shows the percentage of 
interviewed parents who are willing to pay up to the given amounts displayed.  
 
Figure 23 - Percentage of Parents Willing to Pay Different Tuition Levels 
As shown in Figure 23, only one parent out of the 19 interviewed indicated that 300 Baht per 
month is above the maximum they were willing to spend (breakdowns by center found in Appendix Q). 
This indicates that doubling or even tripling the current monthly tuition may be feasible. It is important 
to note that this represents the parents’ willingness to pay, rather than their actual ability to pay this 
amount. Teachers indicated that many parents often cannot pay the current fee, despite being willing to 
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if they had the money available. Currently, Raks Thai handles this inability to pay by taking whatever 
money parents can pay and allowing the child to attend the learning center, regardless of whether the 
parents paid the full amount. A similar situation could be true if the fee was higher, with parents willing 
to pay, but less actually paying the full fee than there currently are. Regardless, their overall willingness 
to pay as much as three times the amount they are currently paying indicates how much they value 
education and the services that the Raks Thai learning centers offer.  
We also asked the five seafood industry employers we interviewed about their general opinion 
of learning centers (see Appendix F). Only one of the contacts said that they were familiar with the 
concept of a learning center and this person had never heard of the Raks Thai learning centers. After an 
explanation of the concept of learning centers and Raks Thai’s learning centers specifically, we also 
asked the five seafood industry employers if they would be interested in developing a relationship with 
Raks Thai, both to have connections to allow students to find jobs and potentially for funding purposes. 
Two of five indicated that they were interested in developing a relationship with the learning centers to 
potentially obtain more skilled workers. Two others said that they would consider a relationship with 
Raks Thai if given more information. A representative from one of the companies interested in 
developing a relationship also said that they would be interested in helping fund the learning centers. 
The remaining three that were interested in developing a relationship or considering a relationship with 
the learning centers said that they would consider donating to the learning centers if given more 
information. 
4.5 Recommendations 
 
From our analysis of the data gathered, our investigation demonstrates that all four Mahachai 
learning centers are effective, as defined by our sponsor. All centers are improving the language skills of 
their students and provide more educational value than day cares. Parents choose to send their children 
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primarily for increased job opportunities and better education rather than for day care purposes. 
However, there is still room for improvement. Using the analysis in this chapter, our team developed 
several recommendations for the Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai. The migrant education best 
practice principles cited in Table 1 also support many of these suggestions. Although each center is 
unique, our data suggests that the most significant issues affect all four centers. In accordance with this, 
we developed recommendations that are not center-specific. The following subsections each cover one 
of our recommendations. 
4.5.1 Increase Number of Teachers and Improve Training 
 
One of the most common suggestions for improvements articulated was to increase the number 
of teachers at each learning center. Observing the Tha Chalom learning center on two separate days 
with different numbers of teachers confirmed the importance of this suggestion. With more teachers, 
there would be more potential for individualized aid for the students and additional teachers would 
better enable each class of students to learn new material, as opposed to repeating lessons. Ensuring 
that each learning center has adequate staff is also a migrant education best practice. Furthermore, 
adequate staffing directly contributes to effective instructional quality, communication and 
collaboration with migrant families, and focus on language instruction. Since four of the five best 
practices relate to staffing, we feel it is of highest priority (Clements et al., 2011). 
The rotational teachers voiced another concern that the different levels of students at each 
learning center make it difficult to create examinations for the students. The teachers often have to 
create exams in between the skill levels of the different groups across learning centers because they do 
not have time to create multiple versions. The time constraints of teaching at two different centers also 
create difficulty in scheduling examinations for the learning centers where they teach. The teachers are 
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concerned because they each teach at Saphan Pla for a single day of the week, which leaves those 
students behind in the curriculum.  
As a result of all of these issues, though, it would be better to have more teachers with varying 
language skills available in each center. This would resolve the issue with the distribution of the 
rotational teachers. Since students are broken into three groups in most of the centers, it would be ideal 
to have three teachers so each group receives regular instruction throughout the day. However, the 
learning centers currently only have approximately ten students per group so it may be impractical to 
employ this many teachers. Should the centers gain more students, either through consolidation or 
recruiting, we strongly recommend hiring enough teachers so each learning center has one teacher for 
each curriculum grouping. Given the current number of students at each center, it would be highly 
beneficial to have at least two teachers per center. 
4.5.2 Teaching Language Skills 
 
Our analysis indicated that all stakeholders except teachers mentioned the value of learning 
languages more than other skills. Thus, more emphasis on learning languages is warranted. Parents and 
community members valued English most frequently while past students and seafood industry 
employers more frequently valued Thai. Since Thai is the language spoken by the majority of Thailand’s 
population, learning Thai is important for children to be able to become active members of Thai society 
and obtain better jobs or go to Thai school. Still, the responses about English language suggest that 
adjusting the current curriculum to increase instruction in this subject matter may be worthwhile. 
However, to maintain the cultural identity of the Burmese students, the learning centers must continue 
to teach Burmese language. Focusing lessons on Thai language and having teachers offer an equal 
amount of English and Burmese language classes would give the students the language skills they need. 
Placing emphasis on languages is also supported by the migrant education best practices, which more 
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specifically suggest that providing instruction in the native language and offering intensive courses in the 
local language is ideal (Clements et al., 2011). Therefore, Raks Thai should consider the language abilities 
of both present and potential teachers when hiring new teachers to accommodate this focus on 
language skills.  
4.5.3 Enhancing Facilities 
 
One particular concern is for the safety of the children in the learning centers during recess 
time. In the Saphan Pla and Krok Krak learning centers, children tend to use the road as a play space. 
Although Saphan Pla is located in an alley where few cars pass by, this environment is still potentially 
dangerous. The Krok Krak center is located in front of a main road, which can be busy during school 
hours. Moreover, the centers already have an inadequate amount of staff which makes ensuring that 
each child is safe during recess even more difficult. If it is not possible to dedicate a safer area for the 
children to play, Raks Thai should at least speak with the Department of Public Works and Town and 
Country Planning to have signs approved to serve as a caution to drivers that there are children playing 
in the area. In the case of the Krok Krak center, there is a dedicated playground space, but the 
permanent teacher there is concerned that the equipment is old and potentially prone to breakage. 
Ensuring that the swings and playground equipment is still safe will prevent any of the children from 
injuring themselves. The center could also use the playground space more fully by turning some of the 
area into a vegetable garden. A garden would help to reduce the cost of students’ lunch and provide a 
life skill for the students. 
Students could benefit from improved facilities in some of the learning centers which would 
create a more comfortable learning environment. Saphan Pla and Pongthip both have very few windows 
which causes several problems, such as lack of natural light, decreased airflow, and high classroom 
temperatures. Constructing more windows for the Saphan Pla and Pongthip centers would create a 
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significantly more comfortable learning environment. The subpar sanitation conditions at the Krok Krak 
center are also a problem. Students sometimes have to use the toilet from neighbors since the one at 
the center does not always function properly. Survey respondents and interviewees also indicated 
wanting to see a bigger space for each learning center to aid in making the classrooms more effective. 
This would be advisable given the teachers’ input that the children in different groups often distract one 
another when they are located in the same space. Should Raks Thai choose to open a new center, 
considering these environmental factors would create a better environment for both teachers and 
students.  
4.5.4 Increasing Resources 
 
Making more resources available, such as computers, textbooks, workbooks, and CDs, would be 
useful for the teachers. Computer skills can be an asset when applying for work. Yet, each learning 
center currently has no more than one operating computer, leaving not enough computers for all the 
children. The number of textbooks is also currently insufficient for all the students. The kindergarten and 
primary class children often have to buy their own books. Aside from textbooks and workbooks, 
teachers mentioned that CDs with songs such as alphabet songs are very useful because they more 
effectively enable the children to remember material.  
4.5.5 Improving Classroom Operations 
 
There are also potential improvement to classroom operation, such as the way attendance 
records are kept. The attendance records could be better organized and standardized with the same 
format for each learning center. This would allow better analysis and comparison of attendance 
between learning centers in the future.  
In addition, the teachers could divide each curriculum and class level more clearly into sections 
so that each class will not interrupt the others. The students could be put into separate classrooms 
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according to their levels and curriculum if there was more space. The teachers could further separate 
them by their age range. Another way to help manage different skill levels would be to place all 
newcomers into summer courses or lower levels first to catch up with their peers.  
4.5.6 Developing Advertising Strategy and Increasing Recognition 
 
Based on our surveys and interviews with community members and seafood industry 
employers, we concluded that there is a deficiency in recognition of the Raks Thai learning centers. As 
many industry managers and community members are not familiar with the learning centers, an 
advertising and public relations strategy is necessary to make more people aware of the learning 
centers’ operations. Some community members that are familiar with the centers also noted that the 
learning center should advertise more and become more recognizable to the Mahachai community.  
Improved advertising and greater recognition would help the learning centers gain the attention 
of the communities and different industries. This may improve the general perception of the learning 
centers within the community, since it seems that people tend to view the centers more favorably if 
they know more about them. Increased familiarity within industries could allow the learning centers to 
develop relationships with industries for both employment of learning center students and funding.  
Raks Thai may consider creating informational material about their Mahachai learning centers 
for distribution. During our seafood industry employer interviews, the employers frequently stated that 
more information would be useful prior to developing a relationship with Raks Thai where funding might 
be provided. In these instances, having written materials ready for potential donors would be critical. 
Whether the information is in the form of a brochure or paper handout, providing potential sponsors 
with written documentation of the work they would be supporting is often important to successfully 
obtaining funding. The materials could also increase awareness among the populations that would find 
the learning centers helpful. The migrants that go to the Raks Thai drop-in centers might be interested in 
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the options Raks Thai has for their children. These brochures could also be distributed in communities 
and industries around the Mahachai, Samut Sakhon area in order to promote recognition of the learning 
centers and their goals. It would also be useful for Raks Thai to more clearly mark the exterior of their 
learning centers. Some of the learning centers are not very clearly marked as being learning centers, 
making them more difficult to locate and identify.  
4.5.7 Raising Funds 
 
One of the major problems Raks Thai expressed was the lack of funding for the learning centers. 
From interviews with teachers and parents, we found that each of the centers are lacking resources and 
could benefit from additional improvements. In order for Raks Thai to continue operating their learning 
centers, gain these resources, and make improvements, they will need to pursue additional funding. 
To attempt to increase available funds, we recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation raise the 
tuition fee to 200 Baht per month. Most parents said they would be willing to pay 300 Baht per month, 
so this would leave additional money for transportation. Some teachers also have concerns about 
lunches brought from home by students due to the fact that they are often expired or lacking nutritional 
quality. At Tha Chalom and Saphan Pla, students can buy lunch made at the learning center for five or 
ten baht per day, respectively. Some of the parents who are willing to pay more than the current 
amount want the tuition to include a lunch meal for their children. Therefore, we also recommend that 
tuition include lunch at each of the centers. If this occurred, Raks Thai could raise the tuition fee to more 
than the 200 Baht initially recommended.  
Teachers indicated that some of their students are unable to pay the monthly tuition fee 
regularly. Raising the tuition could make this a problem for more families, however, if they only raise the 
fee to 200 Baht instead of one of the higher amounts indicated by families, this problem could be 
minimized while still increasing funding for the learning centers. Teachers also encourage students to 
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attend the learning centers even if they cannot pay, which would further limit the effects of inability to 
pay. Therefore, changing the monthly tuition would largely affect only the families that are able to pay 
additional money for their child’s education.  
Another potential source of funding for the Raks Thai Foundation learning centers is from 
businesses in Mahachai. None of the five seafood industry employers that we spoke to were familiar 
with the Raks Thai learning centers. Yet, after we provided a brief description of the learning centers’ 
role, four of the seafood industry employers indicated that with more information, they would consider 
developing business relationships with the centers and potentially providing some funding. These 
employers represented Thai Union Frozen, Phatthana Seafood, Preserve Food Specialty, and Prantalay, 
all of which are frozen seafood companies. If Raks Thai were to advertise further and make their 
learning centers more recognizable as a place of education, it is possible that they could receive 
additional funding or supplies to implement the changes recommended in this report. 
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5 Conclusions 
The goal of our project was to assist the Raks Thai Foundation in ensuring that their learning 
centers are meeting the educational needs of the migrant children in Mahachai by collecting the 
perspectives of various stakeholders and developing recommendations to improve the four learning 
centers. To accomplish this, we interviewed teachers, current students’ parents, past students, and 
seafood industry employers. We also surveyed the communities that surround each of the learning 
centers to understand how they perceive the operations of the centers and conducted classroom 
observation.  
Following our data collection and analysis, we arrived at three main suggestions for 
improvements. First, Raks Thai should employ more teachers at each center to more efficiently handle 
the multiple sets of curriculum and groups of students. Second, teachers should place more emphasis on 
providing language instruction that will help students communicate better with the communities they 
live in and improve their job prospects. Last, Raks Thai should develop advertising materials to make 
more people aware of their learning center operations and garner support for potential funding. It is 
important to acknowledge that our recommendations should not be applied to any other learning 
centers. Each community is unique, and therefore, each population will have different preferences and 
needs. Likewise, the resources available to each center will differ, which may lead to an entirely 
different set of improvements.   
Although we found that the centers are effectively meeting the needs of migrant families by 
providing their children access to education, additional research should be conducted to better 
understand the alternative forms of education which a migrant child may choose to pursue. Raks Thai 
and many other NGO-operated learning centers strive to help the Burmese children enter Thai public 
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school. It is therefore important to ensure that the children feel comfortable when entering the public 
school system and are integrating well. 
Our project has the potential to change the futures of Burmese migrant children in the 
Mahachai area. Migrants typically work long hours in dangerous conditions for low wages, but with an 
education, they can avoid this fate. The Raks Thai learning centers are currently working to provide this 
education that many children cannot get through Thai schools. Our recommendations for the further 
improvement of the four Raks Thai learning centers in Mahachai will provide positive solutions to better 
serve the migrant children and enable them to have better futures. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A – Permanent Teacher Interview Questions 
 
Permanent Teacher Questions: English Version 
 
We are a group of WPI and Chula students working on a project to help improve the services provided 
by Raks Thai learning centers in the Mahachai region. 
 
This interview will be used to see what is working well and what could be improved at the four 
Mahachai Raks Thai Foundation learning centers. Please note that this will not include evaluating your 
teaching.  
Your participation is strictly voluntary. If you are uncomfortable with a question for any reason, you may 
ask to skip it and move on to the next.   
 
Do we have your permission to record this interview? This recording will not be used for any purpose 
other than our reference. 
Would you be comfortable with our team using your name in our reports? 
 
Teacher Information 
1. How long have you been teaching? 
 
 
a. Here? 
 
 
 
b. If taught elsewhere: how was that different than teaching in the RTF LCs? 
 
 
 
2. When did you decide to become a teacher, and why did you choose to serve migrant children at RTF 
LCs? 
 
 
 
 
3. How do you typically operate/run a class? 
 
 
 
a. How do you handle different learning speeds and different educational levels within  the 
classroom? 
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4. What is your system for evaluating student work? 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What kind of problems do you face on a regular basis? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. How do you respond to behavioral problems? 
 
 
 
b. If attendance is an issue: 
i. What do you do if a student has been absent from your class for several  days? 
(example: do they need to do some catching up or do any assignments to make up 
for the lost work)  
 
 
 
ii. How do you encourage your students to consistently attend LC classes?  
 
 
 
 
iii. How do you encourage the parents of your students to send their children to the LC 
consistently? 
 
 
 
 
Resources & Learning Center Operation 
 
6. What resources do you have that are working well?  Do you have enough of these?  If you had extra 
funding to spend on improving the education of your students, what would you use it for?  
 
a. Is there anything that you or other learning center teachers have developed that  
 works particularly well (ie:textbooks,worksheets,games)?  
 
 
b. Are there any resources that you have that you don’t use? 
 
 
c. What materials from other organizations have you found useful? 
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7. What communication is there between teachers and parents? What changes would you like to see 
to this communication?  
 
 
 
8. How much do you collaborate with the other LC teachers? Do you have regular meetings? 
 
 
9. What training do you or did you receive? What additional training in any area might be helpful to 
you?  
 
 
 
Learning Center Effect 
10. What positive impact do you think the learning center will have on a student’s life? [both while they 
are attending the learning center and following their attendance] 
 
 
 
 
a. What kind of jobs do you think the learning center students will have later in life? 
 
 
 
b. Do you know how successful previous students have been in obtaining better job? 
 
 
 
11. Which subjects and/or skills do you think are the most important for migrant children to learn?  
 
 
 
12. Can you think of any life skills or benefits that the LCs cannot offer students?  
 
 
 
13. Is there any other information that you think would be useful or important for us to know?  
 
 
 
14. Contact information for parents (Names/phone numbers/addresses/towns)? 
 
 
 
15. Contact information for past students? 
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Permanent Teacher Questions: Thai Version 
 
พวกเราเป็นนิสติจากจุฬามหาวทิยาลยัและ WPI 
ขณะน้ีอยูร่ะหวา่งการท าโปรเจค็เพื่อช่วยพฒันาการใหบ้รกิารของศนูยก์ารศกึษาภายใตอ้งคก์รรกัษ์ไทยในเขตอ าเภอมหาชยัจงัหวดัสมทุรสาคร 
 
จุดประสงคข์องการสมัภาษณ์น้ีคอืเพื่อศกึษาการท างานของศนูยก์ารศกึษา และน าไปพฒันาศนูยก์ารศกึษาทัง้ 4 
ศนูยข์องมลูนิธริกัษ์ไทยในเขตอ าเภอมหาชยั 
การสมัภาษณ์ครัง้น้ีจะไมน่ ามาใชเ้พื่อประเมนิการสอนของท่าน. 
(ถา้ค าถามใดทีท่่านคดิวา่ไมส่ะดวกทีจ่ะตอบ ท่านมสีทิธทิีจ่ะไมต่อบค าถามนัน้ และเปลีย่นเป็นค าถามต่อไปได)้ 
 
ทางเราขออุณญาตบินัทกึเสยีงในการสมัภาษณ์น้ี การบนัทกึเสยีงหรอืการบนัทกึขอ้มลูสว่นบคุคลขึน้อยูก่บัความสมคัรใจของท่าน 
ซึง่หลกัฐานการอดัเสยีงน้ีจะน าไปใชใ้นการศกึษาเท่านัน้ 
พวกเราขออนุญาตใิชช้ื่อท่านเพื่อใชเ้ป็นขอ้มลูอา้งองิในการเขยีนรายงาน 
 
ข้อมลูคณุคร ู
 
1. คณุสอนหนังสอืมานานแคไ่หนแลว้ครบั? 
 
 
a. ทีส่ถานการเรยีนรูภ้ายใตร้กัษ์ไทย 
 
 
b. หากคณุเคยสอนทีอ่ื่นมา, การสอนทีน่ัน้แตกต่างกบัการสอนทีส่ถานการเรยีนรูภ้ายใตร้กัยไ์ทยยงัไงบา้ง ? 
 
 
 
2. คณุตดัสนิใจมาเป็นครตูัง้แต่เมือ่ไหร ่  
และ ท าไมถงึไดเ้ลอืกมาท างานรว่มกบัรกัษ์ไทยและสอนเดก็ต่างดา้วเหล่าน้ีครบั? 
 
วิธีการสอนและระบบด าเนินการสอนของศนูย ์
 
3. ปกตแิลว้คณุด าเนินการเรยีนการสอนในหอ้งเรยีนอยา่งไร 
 
 
a. คุณมวีธิกีารสอนเดก็ทีม่คีวามสามารถในการเรยีนรูใ้นแต่ละระดบัทีไ่มเ่ทา่กนั  หรอืเรยีนต่างชัน้กนั แตว่่าตอ้งมาเรยีนรว่มกนัอย่างไร 
 
 
 
4. คณุมรีะบบการประเมนิผลการสอนต่อเดก็ๆอยา่งไร 
 
 
 
5. คณุพบปญัหาอะไรบา้งในการเรยีนการสอนในแต่ละวนั 
 
a. หากเดก็ในชัน้เรยีน มพีฤตกิรรมไมเ่รยีบรอ้ย คุณมวีธิจีดัการกบัปญัหาน้ีอยา่งไร 
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b. คุณพบเจอปญัหาในการขาดเรยีนของเดก็บา้งหรอืไม ่
 
 
 
i. หากมนีกัเรยีนทีข่าดเรยีนบ่อยครัง้ คุณมวีธิจีดัการอย่างไรกบัเดก็เหล่านี้ 
มกีารใหก้ารบา้นเพิม่ไหมเพื่อทีจ่ะท าใหเ้รยีนใหท้นัเพื่อนคนอื่นๆ 
 
 
ii. คุณมวีธิใีนการโน้มน้าว ชกัจงูใหเ้ดก็นกัเรยีนมาเขา้เรยีนสม ่าเสมออยา่งไร 
 
 
iii. คุณมวีธิใีนการโน้มน้าว ชกัจงูผูป้กครองใหอ้นุญาตใหเ้ดก็ๆมาเขา้เรยีนสม ่าเสมออย่างไร 
 
 
 
สพัยาการและการท างานของศนูย ์
6. คณุคดิวา่อุปกรณ์การเรยีนการสอนใดทีเ่ป็นประโยชน์ต่อการเรยีนการสอนมากทีส่ดุ และอุปกรณ์นัน้ๆมเีพยีงพอไหม 
หากคณุมงีบประมาณส าหรบัพฒันาการเรยีนรูข้องเดก็เพิม่ขึน้ คณุจะใชง้บประมาณไปในดา้นใด 
 
 
 
 
a. มอีะไรทีคุ่ณไดจ้ดัท าหรอืพฒันาขึน้มาเอง และคดิว่ามนัเป็นประโยชน์ต่อการเรยีนการสอนบา้งไหมเชน่ หนงัสอื หรอื 
สื่อการเรยีนการสอนประเภทเกมสต์่างๆ 
 
 
 
b. ทีศ่นูยม์อีปุกรณ์การเรยีนรูข้องเดก็ๆ แต่ไมไ่ดน้ ามาใชบ้า้งไหม 
 
 
 
 
c. มสีื่อการเรยีนการสอนอะไรทีไ่ดร้บัมาจากองคก์รต่างๆ ทีคุ่ณคดิว่ามปีระโยชน์ต่อการเรยีนการสอน 
 
 
 
7. คณุไดต้ดิต่อสือ่การกบัผูป้กครองของเดก็ในดา้นใดบา้ง  
คณุตอ้งการเปลีย่นแปลงหรอืพฒันาการสือ่สารระวา่งครแูละผูป้กครองหรอืไม่และอยา่งไร 
 
 
  
8. คณุมกีารรว่มมอือยา่งไรบา้งกบัคณุครทูีศ่นูยอ์ื่นๆ มกีารประชุมรว่มกนัเป็นประจ าหรอืไม่ 
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9. ก่อนทีจ่ะมาเป็นคณุครทูีศ่นูย ์คณุไดร้บัการฝึกอบรมจากทางมลูนิธริกัษ์ไทยไหม นอกเหนือจากการอบรมทีเ่คยไดร้บัมา 
คณุคดิวา่การอบรมในดา้นไหนทีจ่ะสง่เสรมิใหค้ณุน ามาใชใ้นการเรยีนการสอนไดด้มีากขีน้บา้ง 
 
 
 
 
ผลกระทบของศนูย ์
10. คณุคดิวา่ศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูน้ี้สง่ผลดตี่อชวีติของเดก็อยา่งไรบา้ง ทัง้ขนะทีเ่ดก็ก าลงัเรยีนอยูท่ีศ่ยูน์และทีจ่บไปแลว้ 
 
 
 
 
1. คุณคดิว่าหลงัจากทีเ่ดก็ไดจ้บจากทีศ่นูย ์เดก็จะประกอบอาชพีอะไรไดบ้า้ง 
 
 
 
 
2. หลงัจากทีเ่ดก็จบจากการศกึษาทีน่ี่ คณุทราบเกีย่วกบัความส าเรจ็ในดา้นการงานของเดก็เหลา่นี้บา้งหรอืไม ่ 
 
 
 
11. คุณคดิว่าวชิาใดหรอืทกัษะดา้นไหนมคีวามส าคญัต่อเดก็ทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูม้ากทีส่ดุ 
 
 
 
12. คุณคดิว่าทกัษะทีเ่ป็นประโยชน์อะไรทีศ่นูยย์งัไมส่ามารถใหแ้กเ่ดก็ได้ 
 
 
 
13. คุณคดิว่านอกเหนือจากค าถามทีเ่ราถามไปแลว้ มขีอ้มลูใดทีค่ณุคดิวา่พวกเราควรจะรูห้รอืรบัทราบหรอืไม่ หรอืมอีะไรทีคุ่ณอยากเพิม่เตมิ 
 
 
 
 
14. คุณมขีอ้มลูส าหรบัตดิต่อผูป้กครองของเดก็ๆเหล่านี้หรอืไม ่เชน่เบอรโ์ทรศพัท ์หรอืทีอ่ยู่ 
 
 
 
15. คุณพอมขีอ้มลูส าหรบัตดิต่อเดก็นกัเรยีนทีจ่บจากศนุยไ์ปหรอืไม ่เชน่เบอรโ์ทรศพัท ์หรอืทีอ่ยู่ 
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Appendix B – Supplementary Teacher Interview Questions 
 
Supplementary Teacher Questions: English Version 
 
 
1. Which learning centers are you currently teaching at? On what days of the week are you at each 
of these centers? How often is this schedule altered in a given month not followed and for what 
reasons? 
 
 
 
2. Which learning center do you have the most experience with?  
 
 
 
3. What if any problems do you have moving back and forth between multiple centers? Example of 
problem that you have faced 
 
 
 
a. How do you cope with those problems? 
 
 
 
 
4. What if any differences do you see between each learning center?  
 
 
 
a. Do you prefer to teach at any learning center in particular? Why? 
 
 
 
 
5. Do you use the same teaching methods for the different centers? If not, what’s the difference?  
 
 
 
a. How does the learning environment of the different centers affect your teaching?  
 
 
 
b. How does the learning environment of the different centers affect the studies of the 
kids? 
 
c. Do the kids in different centers behave differently? If so, how so? 
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6. Which center has better resources? How do the resources that are lacking differ from each 
learning center? 
 
 
7. Describe the relationship with the parents of students as well as the community around each 
learning center where you teach? 
 
For all teachers: What paths do you think you should prepare your students for by the time they leave 
the learning centers? For example, entering industry jobs, returning to Myanmar, entering the Thai 
system? 
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Supplementary Teacher Questions: Thai Version 
 
1. คุณสอนอยู่ทีศ่นูยไ์หนบา้ง? คุณสอนวนัไหนทีศ่นูยไ์หนบา้ง? ตะรางสอนถูกปรบัเปลยีนบ่อยแค่ไหนและเพราะอะไรถงึตอ้งเปลยีน? 
 
2. คุณมปีระสบการณ์กบัศนูยไ์หนมากทีส่ดุ 
 
3. คุณมปีญัหากบัการยา้ยการสอนไปมาระหว่าง2-3ศนูยห์รอืไม ่ชว่ยยกตวัอย่างปญัหาทีค่ณุพบเจอ 
a. ถา้ใชค่ณุจดัการกบัปญัหาเหล่านัน้อย่างไร 
 
4. คุณเหน็ความแตกตา่งระหว่างศนูยห์รอืไม่ 
a. โดยสว่นตวัคุณชอบสอนทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูไ้หนมากทีสุ่ด ท าไม 
 
5. คุณใชว้ธิกีารสอนนกัเรยีนเหมอืนกนัทกุศนูยห์รอืเปล่า ถา้ไมแ่ตกต่างอย่างไร 
a. สภาพแวดลอ้มทีแ่ตกต่างกนัในแต่ละศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูส้ง่ผลกระทบต่อการสอนของคุณหรอืไม ่
b. สภาพแวดลอ้มทีแ่ตกต่างกนัในแต่ละศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูส้ง่ผลกระทบต่อการศกึษาของเดก็ๆ หรอืไม ่
c. เดก็ในแต่ละศนูยม์พีฤตกิรรมในชัน้เรยีนแตกต่างกนัหรอืไม่ 
 
6. ศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูไ้หนทีม่ทีรพัยากรใชใ้นการเรยีนการสอน?ทรพัยากรทีจ่ะขาดแตกต่างจากแต่ละศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูอ้ยา่ไร? 
 
7. คุณมคีวามสมัพนัธท์ีด่ตี่อชมุชนในศนูยท์ีคุ่ณสอนอยู่หรอืไม่ 
 
ส าหรบัครทูุกคน: คณุครคูดิวา่แนวทางทีว่างใหแ้ก่เดก็ๆอยูณ่ขณะน้ีเพื่อเตรยีมตวัใหเ้ดก็ๆจบจากศนูยแ์ลว้ไปท าอะไรต่อ? 
เช่นเตรยีมตวัเพื่อไปท างานในโรงงานตา่งๆ , กลบัพมา่ , หรอื เรยีนต่อในระบบการศกึษาไทย?   
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Appendix C – Parent Interview Questions 
 
Parent Interview Questions: English Version 
 
English Version: 
1. Industry you work in:____________________ 
2. Job position:__________________________ 
3. How old are you? (optional)______________________________ 
4. How long have you been living in Thailand?  
 
5. How many additional years do you intend to stay in Thailand? 
 Permanently 
 <1 year 
 1-3 years 
 4-6 years 
 >6 years 
 Unknown 
6. Which center(s) did your child(ren) attend? 
 Tha Chalom 
 Saphan Pla 
 Krok Krak 
 Cold Storage (Pongthip) 
 
7. What are your reasons for choosing this learning center over other learning centers? 
 Distance from residence   
 Distance from work 
 Gives better education 
 Others (please state) __________________________________ 
 
8. What is your primary motivation for sending your child to a learning center? 
 Day care service 
 Better job opportunities for child 
 Further educational opportunities for child 
 Other (please state) ____________________________________________ 
 
9. What would you like your child(ren) to learn from attending this learning center? 
 Language skills (please state language(s)) _________________ 
 Occupational/vocational  skills (please state skills) ________________________ 
 Academic knowledge 
 Life skills and basic legal rights education 
 
 
 
 
 <1 year 
 1-2 years 
 3-6 years 
 7-15 years 
 16-25 years 
 >25 years 
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10. What do you think your child will do upon graduating the learning center?  
 Attend public school  
 Attend private school 
 Other (Please state)   
  
  
 
11. At what age do you think your child should start working?  
 
 
 
12. When your child starts working, where do you think they will work? Do you plan to have them 
work with you? 
 
 
 
 
13. Please list the positive and negative effects of the learning center on your child(ren) since 
enrolling. 
 
 Positive        Negative 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. What do you think the learning center does well? What areas need to be improved? 
 
 
 
 
15. How far in the educational system would you want your child to go? 
 
 
 
 
16. How much would you be willing to spend on transportation and tuition per month for your child 
to attend a learning center? _____ 
 
17. If you are comfortable indicating, who is your employer?______________________________ 
a. do you have any contact information or an address for them?  
 
18. Anything to add? 
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Parent Interview Questions: Thai Version 
 
1. คุณท างานทีไ่หน:____________________ 
2. ต าแหน่งการงาน:__________________________ 
3. คุณอายุเทา่ไหร ่(เลอืกทีจ่ะไมต่อบได ้หากไมส่มคัรใจ):______________________________ 
4. คุณอาศยัอยู่ทีเ่มอืงไทยกีปี่แลว้  
 <1 ปี 
 1-2 ปี 
 3-6 ปี 
 7-15 ปี 
 16-25 ปี 
 >25 ปี 
5. คุณตัง้ใจทีจ่ะอาศยัอยู่ต่อไปอกีกีปี่ 
 ถาวร 
 <1 ปี 
 1-3 ปี 
 4-6 ปี 
 >6 ปี 
 ไมแ่น่ใจ 
6. ลูกของคณุศกึษาอยู่ทีศ่นูยก์ารศกึษาไหนของรกัษ์ไทย 
 ทา่ฉลอม           
 สะพานปลา 
                
 โกรกกราก  
 โรงน ้าแขง็พงทพิย ์ 
 
7. ท าไมคณุถงึเลอืกศนูยน์ัน้ๆไมใ่ชศ่นูยอ์ื่นของรกัษ์ไทย 
 เดนิทางจากบา้นสะดวก  
 เดนิทางจากทีท่ างานสะดวก 
 ใหก้ารศกึษาทีด่กีวา่ศนูยอ์ื่น 
 อื่นๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ__________________________________ 
               
8. อะไรเป็นแรงจงูใจทีท่ าใหคุ้ณส่งลูกมาเรยีนทีศ่นุยก์ารศกึษาของรกัษ์ไทย?  
 สามารถรบัเลีย้งและดแูลเดก็แทนพ่อแมไ่ด้ 
 ใหค้วามรูแ้ก่เดก็ ท าใหเ้ดก็สามารถหางานทีด่ไีด ้
 สามารถสง่เสรมิการศกึษาของเดก็ หากตอ้งการเรยีนต่อในระดบัทีสู่งขึน้ต่อๆไป 
 อื่นๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ ____________________________________________ 
 
9. คุณอยากใหเ้ดก็ไดค้วามรูอ้ะไรจากการเขา้รว่มศนูยก์ารศกึษาเหล่านี้  
 ทกัษะดา้นภาษา (โปรดระบ)ุ ________________ 
 ทกัษะดา้นการท างาน (โปรดระบ)ุ_________________ 
 ความรูท้างวชิาการ 
 ทกัษะการใชช้วีติและความรูเ้กีย่วกบักฏหมายไทยเบือ้งตน้  
 อื่นๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ ____________________________________________ 
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10. คุณคดิว่าหลงัจากทีลู่กคณุจบจากศนูยก์ารศกึษา ลูกคณุจะท าอะไรต่อ? 
 เศกึษาต่อทีโ่รงเรยีนรฐับาล 
 ศกึษาต่อทีโ่รงเรยีนเอกชน 
 อื่นๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ____________ 
 เริม่ท างานในเขตมหาชยั  
 เดนิทางกลบัพมา่          
            
11. คุณคดิว่าลูกคุณควรจะเริม่ท างานตัง้แต่อายุเทา่ไหร ่ ______  ปี 
 
12. เมื่อลกูคณุโตขึน้ คุณอยากใหเ้ขาท างานอะไร คุณอยากใหล้กูของคณุมาท างานทีเ่ดยีวกบัคณุหรอืไม ่
 
 
 
13. กรณุาใหค้วามเหน็เกีย่วกบัอทิธพิลทีลู่กของทา่นไดร้บัจากศนูยก์ารศกึษารกัษ์ไทยทัง้ดา้นบวกและดา้นลบ  
 ดา้นบวก        ดา้นลบ 
 
 
 
 
 
14. คุณคดิว่าศนูยป์ระสบณ์ความส าเรจ็ดา้นไหนมากทีสุ่ดในการใหบ้รกิารศกึษาแก่เดก็ๆ และมอีะไรบา้งทีค่วรจะไดร้บัการปรบัปรงุ 
 
 
 
15. คุณอยากใหลู้กคณุเรยีนหนงัสอืจนถงึอายุเทา่ไรหรอืชัน้เรยีนอะไร 
 
 
 
16. คุณเตม็ใจทีจ่ะจา่ยเงนิเทา่ไหรส่ าหรบัค่าเดนิทางและค่าเล่าเรยีนต่อเดอืนเพื่อใหล้กูคุณไดร้บัการศกึษาทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรู้ 
 
 
 
17. นายจา้งของคณุคอืใคร (เลอืกตอบได)้ _____________________________ 
a. คุณมขีอ้มลูตดิต่อนายจา้งหรอืไม ่เชน่เบอรโ์ทรศพัทแ์ละทีอ่ยู่ 
 
 
18. คุณมอีะไรอยากใหข้อ้มลูเพิม่เตมิกบัคณะวจิยัหรอืไม่ 
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Appendix D – Community Survey Questions 
 
Community Survey Questions: English Version 
 
Location (for surveyor use)__________________________________________ 
 
The information in this survey will remain anonymous. No individually identifying information will be 
collected or reported.  Your participation is strictly voluntary. This survey is being conducted on behalf of 
the Raks Thai Foundation to assess the strengths and weaknesses of their four Mahachai learning 
centers. Thank you for your time. 
 
1. Gender: ⬜ Female  ⬜ Male   
2. Age:  ⬜ 18-25 ⬜ 26-35 ⬜ 36-45 ⬜ 46-55 ⬜ >55 
3. How many years have you lived in Mahachai? _____   
 
4. Which landmark in Mahachai do you live near?   ___________________ 
 
5. What is your occupation?__________________________________________________ 
 
6. Which of the following best describes you? 
        ⬜ Thai citizen ⬜ Burmese migrant ⬜ Other 
 
7. Please indicate the number of children you have in each of the following age ranges: 
____ 0-2 ____ 5-8 ____ 13-15 
____ 2-4 ____ 9-12 ____ >15 
 
8. What languages does your child(ren) speak? 
⬜ I don’t have children ⬜ Burmese ⬜ Thai  ⬜ Other ________________ 
 
9. If you have a child(children), are they enrolled in: 
⬜ Raks Thai learning center ⬜ Thai public school ⬜ None of the above 
⬜ Another learning center ⬜ Other _________  
10. [Note for surveyor: If not Thai, or Thai and don’t send your child to a Thai school]  Why did you 
choose this option over Raks Thai learning centers?   
 
11. What do you hope a student will learn from a learning center? 
 
 
 
 
12. Do you think the presence of a learning center will benefit the local community? Y/N 
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13. How do you think the presence of a learning center will benefit the local community? 
 
 
 
 
14. How familiar are you with each of the following Raks Thai learning centers? 
 Not at all    Extremely 
1 2 3 4 5 
Tha Chalom ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜  ⬜ 
Saphan Pla ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Krok Krak ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Cold Storage (Pongthip)  ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
 
For each of the learning centers which you are familiar with, please answer questions 15-17. If 
you are unfamiliar with a given learning center, please write N/A for the appropriate space.  
 
 
15. Do you think that the Raks Thai learning center is beneficial to the community?  
Very    Very  
Detrimental               Neutral        Beneficial 
N/A 1 2 3 4 5 
Tha Chalom ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Saphan Pla ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Krok Krak ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Cold Storage (Pongthip) ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
 
 
16. What could the learning center do better? 
Tha Chalom  
 
 
Saphan Pla  
 
 
Krok Krak  
 
 
Cold Storage (Pongthip)  
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17. What effects do you think Raks Thai learning centers have on students and/or the community? 
 Positive Negative 
Tha Chalom  
 
 
 
 
 
Saphan Pla  
 
 
 
 
 
Krok Krak  
 
 
 
 
 
Cold Storage (Pongthip)  
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Community Survey Questions: Thai Version 
 
สถานที ่(ส าหรบัคณะผูว้จิยั)____________________________________ 
 
ขอ้มลูในการส ารวจครัง้นี้จะไมม่กีารระบุชื่อบุคคลผูใ้หข้อ้มลู ขอ้มลูจะน ามาใชส้ าหรบัการศกึษาเทา่นัน้ คุณสามารถตอบค าถามไดต้ามความสมคัรใจ 
การส ารวจครัง้นี้จดัท าขึน้เพื่อทีม่ลูนิธ ิ
ธริกัษ์ไทยจะใชเ้ป็นองคป์ระกอบในการพจิรณาจดุแขง็และจดุออ่นของศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูท้ ัง้ 4 ศนูยใ์นเขตอ าเภอมหาชยั 
ทางคณะผูว้จิยัขอขอบคุณในความรว่มมอืของทา่น 
 
1. เพศ:   ⬜ หญงิ   ⬜ ชาย     
 
2. อาย:ุ  ⬜ 18-25 ⬜ 26-35 ⬜ 36-45 ⬜ 46-55 ⬜ >55 
    
3. คุณอาศยัอยู่ในต าบลมหาชยัมากีปี่แลว้ ______ 
 
4. คุณอาศยัอยูส่่วนไหนของต าบลมหาชยั____________________ 
 
5. คุณท างานอะไร __________________________________________________ 
 
6. ขอ้ใดบ่งบอกถงึสถานะของคุณมากทีสุ่ด 
         ⬜ สญัชาตไิทย  ⬜ ผูอ้พยพชาวพมา่  ⬜ อื่นๆ 
 
7. โปรดกรอกจ านวนบุตรของทา่นลงในชว่งอายุทีก่ าหนดให:้  
____ 0-2 ปี ____ 5-8 ปี ____ 13-15 ปี 
____ 2-4 ปี ____ 9-12 ปี ____ >15 ปี 
 
8. ลูกของคณุพูดภาษาอะไร 
⬜  ไมม่บีุตร   
                             
⬜ พมา่ ⬜ ไทย ⬜ อื่นๆ_____________ 
 
9. ถา้คณุมบีุตร เขาเขา้เรยีนทีไ่หน 
⬜ ศนูยก์ารศกึษารกัษ์ไทย  ⬜ โรงเรยีนรฐับาล  ⬜ ค าตอบไมอ่ยู่ในตวัเลอืกทีใ่ห ้
⬜ ศนูยก์ารศกึษาอื่นๆ          ⬜ อื่นๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ _______ 
 
 
10. ท าไมถงึเลื่อกทีจ่ะสง่ลกูไป ……..(จากขอ้ 9) โปรดระบเุหตุผล 
 
11. คุณมคีวามปรารถนาทีอ่ยากใหล้กูคุณไดเ้รยีนรูอ้ะไรจากศนูยก์ารศกึษา 
 
 
 
12. คุณคดิว่าการมศีนูยก์ารเรยีนรูจ้ะมปีระโยชน์ต่อชมุชนของคุณหรอืไม่? 
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13. คุณคดิว่าศนูยก์ารศกึษานี้จะสามารถพฒันาชมุชนของคณุไดอ้ยา่งไร 
 
 
 
 
14. คุณคุน้เคยกบัศนูยก์ารศกึษาของรกัษ์ไทยมากน้อยแค่ไหน 
  ไมรู่จ้กัเลย                   รูจ้กัเป็นอยา่งด ี  
 1 2 3 4 5 
ทา่ฉลอม ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜  ⬜ 
สะพานปลา ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
โกรกกราก ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
โรงน ้าแขง็ (พงศท์พิย)์   ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
 
โปรดตอบค าถามขอ้ 15-17 ในแต่ละศนูยท์ีค่ณุรูจ้กั  
 
15. ถา้ไมคุ่น้เคยกบัศนูยก์ารศกึษาของรกัษ์ไทย โปรดตอบว่า ไมม่คี าตอบในชอ่งทีเ่หมาะสม 
 
16. คุณคดิว่าศนูยก์ารศกึษาของรกัษ์ไทยมปีระโยชน์ต่อชมุชนของคณุหรอืไม่   
  
 ไมม่ ี                                  เป็น 
  ประโยชน์ใดๆ               ปานกลาง                  ประโยชน์มากๆ 
 ไมม่คี าตอบ  1   2  3   4       5 
ทา่ฉลอม ⬜     ⬜  ⬜  ⬜ ⬜      ⬜ 
สะพานปลา ⬜ ⬜       ⬜ ⬜ ⬜      ⬜ 
โกรกกราก ⬜ ⬜  ⬜ ⬜ ⬜      ⬜ 
โรงน ้าแขง็ (พงศท์พิย)์ ⬜ ⬜  ⬜ ⬜ ⬜      ⬜ 
 
17. คุณคดิว่ามอีะไรทีศ่นูยเ์หลา่นี้จะพฒันาใหด้กีวา่ทีเ่ป็นอยู่ไดบ้า้ง 
 
ทา่ฉลอม  
 
 
สะพานปลา  
 
 
โกรกกราก  
 
โรงน ้าแขง็ (พงศท์พิย)์  
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18. คุณคดิว่าศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูข้องรกัษ์ไทยมผีลกระทบต่อเดก็และชมุชนอยา่งไรบา้ง?   
  
 ดา้นบวก ดา้นลบ 
ทา่ฉลอม  
 
 
 
 
สะพานปลา  
 
 
 
 
โกรกกราก  
 
 
 
โรงน ้าแขง็ (พงศท์พิย)์   
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Appendix E – Past Student Interview Questions 
 
Past Student Interview Questions: English Version 
 
We are a group of WPI and Chula students working on a project to help improve the services provided 
by the Raks Thai learning centers in the Mahachai region. 
 
 
This interview will be used to see what is working well and what could be improved at the four 
Mahachai Raks Thai Foundation learning centers. Your participation is strictly voluntary. If you are 
uncomfortable with a question for any reason, you may ask to skip it and move on to the next.   
 
Do we have your permission to record this interview? This recording will not be used for any purpose 
other than our reference. Would you be comfortable with our team using your name in our reports? 
 
1. Which center(s) did you attend? 
 Tha Chalom  
 Saphan Pla  
 Krok Krak  
 Cold Storage (Pongthip)  
 
2. Are you currently employed? Where? (Optional) __________________ 
 
3. Current Occupation (job position): ________________   
 
4. Parents’ Occupations:_____________ 
 
5. Current Age: 
 <12 
 12-14 
 15-17 
 18-20 
 >20 
 
 
 
6. Age when enrolled into Raks Thai learning center: 
 <5 
 5-7 
 8-9 
 10-12 
 13-15 
 >15 
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7. How long did you attend the Raks Thai learning center: 
 <2 years 
 3-4 years 
 5-6 years 
 >6 year 
 
8. How regularly did you attend the learning center at this time? ___________ 
 Most days for most parts of the year 
 Most weeks in the year, but frequently missed days each week 
 Only some weeks in the year, but attended most days each week 
 Only some weeks in the year and frequently missed days each week 
 
9. How long ago did you leave the Raks Thai learning center? ___________ 
 
10. Age when stopped attending Raks Thai learning center: 
 <5 
 5-7 
 8-9 
 10-12 
 13-15 
 >15 
 
11. Who influenced you to enroll into the Raks Thai learning center? 
 Friend 
 Family  
 Yourself  
 Teacher  
 Other: _________  
 
12. How do you feel about your overall LC experience? 
 Very satisfied  
 Satisfied  
 Neutral  
 Dissatisfied  
 Very dissatisfied  
 
13. If you could make the decision again, would you choose to attend the learning center? Why? 
 Yes 
 No  
 
14. Do you think attending a learning center improved your childhood? Please state how. 
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15. Do you think attending the LC improved your job prospects? How? 
 
 
 
16. Did learning at the Raks Thai learning center prepare you for your current job?  
 
 
a. How does the knowledge obtained from the Raks Thai learning center help you with 
your work? 
 
 
17. Please describe the positive and negative effects attending the Raks Thai learning center has had 
on your life. 
  Positive      Negative  
 
 
 
 
 
 
18. What courses do you think are essential for migrant children? 
 
 
 
19. Do you have any suggestions for improving the learning center? (example: academically) 
 
 
  
20. Do you have any interest in helping the learning centers occasionally? (example: giving speech 
about his/her experiences after graduating from LC) 
 
 
 
21. If you are comfortable disclosing it, what is your annual income (optional)? _________ 
 
 
  
22. Could you provide your contact information for your employer? 
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Past Student Interview Questions: Thai Version 
 
พวกเราเป็นนิสติจากจฬุามหาวทิยาลยัและ WPI 
ขณะนี้อยู่ระหว่างการท าโปรเจค็เพื่อชว่ยพฒันาการใหบ้รกิารของศนูยก์ารศกึษาภายใตอ้งคก์รรกัษ์ไทยในเขตอ าเภอมหาชยัจงัหวดัสมทุรสาคร 
 
จดุประสงคข์องการสมัภาษณ์นี้คอืเพื่อศกึษาการท างานของศนูยก์ารศกึษา และน าไปพฒันาศนูยก์ารศกึษาทัง้ 4 
ศนูยข์องมลูนิธริกัษ์ไทยในเขตอ าเภอมหาชยั 
(ถา้ค าถามใดทีท่า่นคดิวา่ไมส่ะดวกทีจ่ะตอบ ทา่นมสีทิธทิีจ่ะไมต่อบค าถามนัน้ และเปลีย่นเป็นค าถามต่อไปได)้ 
 
ทางเราขออณุญาตบินัทกึเสยีงในการสมัภาษณ์นี้ การบนัทกึเสยีงหรอืการบนัทกึขอ้มลูส่วนบคุคลขึน้อยู่กบัความสมคัรใจของทา่น 
ซึง่หลกัฐานการอดัเสยีงนี้จะน าไปใชใ้นการศกึษาเทา่นัน้ 
พวกเราขออนุญาตใิชช้ื่อทา่นเพื่อใชเ้ป็นขอ้มลูอา้งองิในการเขยีนรายงาน 
 
1. 1. คุณเคยเขา้เรยีนทีศ่นุยไ์หนมา 
 ทา่ฉลอม 
 สะพานปลา 
 โกรกกราก 
 โรงน ้าแขง็ (พงศท์พิย)์ 
2. ตอนนี้คุณก าลงัท างานอยู่ไหม ทีไ่หน? 
 
3. งานของคณุ (ต าแหน่ง):________________ 
 
4. งานของผูป้กครอง: _____________ 
 
5. อาย ุ
 <12 
 12-14 
 15-17 
 18-20 
 >20 
 
6. คุณเขา้เรยีนทีศ่นูยเ์มื่อายุเทา่ไหร ่
 <5 
 5-7 
 8-9 
 10-12 
 13-15 
 >15 
 
7. คุณไดเ้ขา้เรยีนทีศ่นูยเ์ป็นเวลากีปี่ 
 <2 ปี 
 3-4 ปี 
 5-6 ปี 
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 >6 ปี 
 
8. ในตอนนี้ คณุเขา้เรยีนทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูส้ม ่าเสมอหรอืบ่อยครัง้แค่ไหน?____________   
 มาเกอืบทกุวนัในหนึ่งปี 
 มาเกอืบทกุอาทติยใ์นหนึ่งปี แต่ขาดเรยีนบ่อยครัง้ในแตล่ะอาทติย ์
 แค่บางอาทติยใ์นหนึ่งปี แต่เขา้เรยีนเกอืบทกุวนัในแต่ละอาทติย ์
 แค่บางอาทติยใ์นหนึ่งปีและขาดเรยีนบ่อยครัง้ในแต่ละอาทติย ์
 
9. คุณออกจากศนุยก์ารเรยีนรูข้องรกัษ์ไทยมากีปี่แลว้ ________ 
 
10. ตอนอายุเทา่ไหรท่ีคุ่ณออกจากศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูข้องรกัษ์ไทย 
 <5 
 5-7 
 8-9 
 10-12 
 13-15 
 >15 
 
11. ใครเป็นแรงจงูใจทีท่ าใหค้ณุเขา้ศกึษาทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูข้องรกัษ์ไทย 
 เพื่อน 
 ครอบครวั 
 ตวัคณุ 
 คุณคร ู
 อื่นๆ__________ 
 
12. คุณรูส้กึอย่างไรกบัศนูยท์ีค่ณุไดร้บัการศกึษามา 
 พอใจมาก 
 พอใจ 
 ปกต ิ
 ไมพ่งึพอใจ 
 ไมพ่งึพอใจอย่างมาก 
 
13. ถา้คณุเลอืกไดอ้กีครัง้ คุณจะเขา้เรยีนทีน่ี่หรอืไม่ เพราะเหตุใด 
 ใช ่
 ไม ่
 
14. คุณคดิว่าการเขา้ศกึษาทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยพฒันาชวีติของคุณในวยัเดก็หรอืไม่ โปรดระบ ุ
 
 
 
 
15. คุณคดิว่าการเขา้ศกึษาทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยพฒันางานของคณุหรอืไม่ อย่างไร 
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16. การทีไ่ดเ้รยีนทีศ่นูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยไดเ้ตรยีมความพรอ้มส าหรบังานปจัจบุนัของคุณหรอืไม?่ 
 
a. ความรูท้ีไ่ดร้บัจากศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยชว่ยเหลอืคณุในการท างานของคณุอย่างไร? 
 
 
 
 
17. โปรดอธบิายดา้นบวกและดา้นลบหลงัจากการเขา้ศกึษาทีน่ี่มผีลอย่างไรต่อชวีติคณุ 
ดา้นบวก      ดา้นลบ 
 
 
 
 
18. คุณคดิว่าหลกัสูตรอะไรทีม่คีวามจ าเป็นส าหรบัเดก็ตา่งชาต?ิ 
 
 
 
 
19. คุณมขีอ้เสนอแนะในการปรบัปรงุศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยบา้งหรอืไม่? 
 
 
 
 
20. คุณมคีวามสนใจในการชว่ยศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กับไ์ทยเป็นครัง้คราวบา้งหรอืไม?่ เชน่ใหค้ าแนะน า 
เกีย่วกบัประสบการณ์ของคณุหลงัจากทีไ่ดอ้อกจากการศกึษาจาก 
 
 
 
21. คุณจะมคีวามสะดวกทีจ่ะตอบว่ารายไดต้อ่ปีของคุณอยู่ทีเ่ทา่ไร 
 
 
 
 
22. คุณสามารถใหเ้บอรต์ดิต่อของนายจา้งคณุไดไ้หม 
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Appendix F – Industry Managers Interview Questions 
 
Industry Managers Interview Questions: English Version 
 
1. Company name (optional): __________________________________ 
 
2. Industry: ______________  
 
3. Position (optional): 
 
 
4. Gender? 
⬜ Female   ⬜ Male  
 
5. Ethnicity/Nationality?  
⬜ Thai  ⬜ Burmese  ⬜ Other ______________________ 
 
6. Age (optional):__________________ 
 
7. How many years have you lived in Mahachai? ______________ 
 
8. How long have you worked in this(these) industry? _____ 
 
9. How many employees are in your company?_____ 
 
10. What is the ethnic, gender, and age composition of the workforce you currently oversee?  
 
 
 
11. What kind of skills do you look for when hiring for positions needing more skilled and better 
paid workers in your business? (Note to interviewer: could include Thai writing skills, Thai 
speaking skills, computer program skills, English speaking skills, English writing skills, occupation-
specific skills, basic math, etc)  
a. (ask after they answer: which of these is the most important and why?) 
 
 
 
  
12. Are you familiar with the idea of learning centers? Y/N 
a. If not familiar, interviewer explains. skip questions 13-16 
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13. Have you ever hired any workers that attended a learning center? Y/N 
a. If yes, did these workers have any skills that other migrant workers typically 
lacked?  How do the salaries of these workers compare to typical migrant workers at 
your company? 
 
 
 
 
14. Are you familiar with any of the Raks Thai learning centers?  
a. If yes, which ones and how familiar with each one? (1= not at all, 5=extremely)  
                 
     Not at all   Extremely 
    1 2 3 4 5 
Tha Chalom    ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜  ⬜ 
Saphan Pla     ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Krok Krak        ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
Cold Storage (Pongthip)  ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
 
15. What is your opinion of [the Raks Thai learning center they are aware of] (if multiple, ask one at 
a time)? 
 
 
 
16. Are you aware of any other learning centers in Mahachai? Y/N (if yes, follow-up questions) 
a. What information do you know about them? 
b. [If they also know about Raks Thai], how do these compare to the Raks Thai learning 
centers you know about? 
 
 
17. Would you consider developing a relationship with a learning center that would allow you to 
easily find more educated migrant workers? 
 
 
a. If a learning center could provide you the ability to contact more skilled potential 
employees, would you be willing to help fund the learning centers? 
 
 
 
18. Would you be comfortable with our team using your name and/or your company name in our 
reports? 
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Industry Managers Interview Questions: Thai Version 
 
 
1. บรษิทั (เลอืกตอบตามความสมคัรใจ):________________________________ 
 
2. อตุสาหกรรม:_______________________________ 
 
3. ต าแหน่ง(เลอืกตอบตามความสมคัรใจ):________________________________ 
 
4. เพศ 
⬜ หญงิ  ⬜ ชาย 
 
5. เชือ้ชาต ิ/ สญัชาต ิ
⬜ไทย   ⬜ พมา่   ⬜ อื่นๆ______________________ 
 
6. อาย ุ(เลอืกตอบตามความสมคัรใจ):__________________ 
 
7. คุณอาศยัอยู่ทีห่มาชยัมากีปี่แลว้:__________________ 
 
 
8. คุณท าอตุสาหกรรมประเภทนี้มานานแค่ไหนแลว้:__________________ 
 
9. ในบรษิทัคุณมพีนกังานอยูก่ีค่น :__________________ 
 
 
10. พนกังานทีค่ณุดแูลอยู ่ส่วนใหญ่ม ีเชือ้ชาต ิและ เพศ อะไร? และ มชีว่งอายปุระมานเทา่ไหร?่ 
 
 
 
 
11. คุณก าลงัมองหา พนกังานทีม่ทีกัษะในดา้นใดบา้ง (เชน่ การเขยีนภาษาไทย การพูดภาษาไทย การใชค้อมพวิเตอร ์การพดูภาษาองักฤษ 
การเขยีนภาษาองักฤษ ทกัษะพเิศษดา้นการท างาน ความรูค้ณติศาสตร)์  
a. ในทกัษะทีคุ่ณไดก้ลา่วถงึ คุณคดิว่าทกัษะไหนส าคญัทีสุ่ด ท าไม 
 
 
 
12. คุณรูจ้กัหรอืเคยไดย้นิเกีย่วกบัศนูยก์ารเรยีนรู้หรอืไม ่
a. ถา้ไม ่(อธบิายใหฟ้งั, และขา้มขอ้13-16) 
 
 
13. คุณเคยจา้งคนงานทีจ่บมาจากศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูห้รอืไม่ 
a. คนงานเหลา่นัน้มทีกัษะอะไรทีค่นงานคนอื่นไมม่หีรอืไม่ ค่าแรงของคนทีจ่บจากศนูยแ์ต่งตา่งกบัคนงานต่างดา้วปกตหิรอืไม่ 
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14. คุณรูจ้กัศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูข้องรกัษ์ไทยบา้งไหม   
a. ถา้ใช ่คุณรูจ้กัศนูยเ์หล่านัน้มากแค่ไหน 
         ไมรู่จ้กัเลย       รูจ้กัเป็นอย่างด ี
1 2 3 4 5 
ทา่ฉลอม   ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜  ⬜ 
สะพาปลา   ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
โกรกกราก   ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
โรงน ้าแขง็ (พงศท์พิย)์  ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ ⬜ 
 
15. คุณคดิเหน็อยา่งไรเกีย่วกยัศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยนัน้ๆ  
 
 
 
16. คุณตระหนกัถงึศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูอ้ ื่นๆในมหาชยัหรอืไม่ ถา้ใชโ่ปรดตอบค าถามต่อไป 
a. คุณรูข้อ้มลูอะไรบา้งเกีย่วกบัศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูน้ัน้ๆ 
b. ถา้คณุรูเ้กีย่วกบัรกัษ์ไทย คณุคดิเหน็อยา่งไรระหวา่งศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูร้กัษ์ไทยและศนูยอ์ื่นๆ  
 
 
 
17. คุณสนใจพจิารณา สรา้งความพฒันาความสมัพนัธก์บัศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูท้ีจ่ะชว่ยใหค้ณุสามารถหาแรงงานทีม่กีารศกึษามากขึน้หรอืไม่? 
a. หากศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูส้ามารถพฒนัาพนกังานใหม้ทีกัษะและศกัยภาพมากขึน้  
 
18. คุณยนิดทีีจ่ะชว่ยสนบัสนุนศนูยก์ารเรยีนรูห้รอืไม่? 
คุณจะว่าอะไรไหม หากจะขอใชช้ื่อและชือ่บรษิทัในรายงาน? 
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Appendix G – Notes from Teacher Interviews 
 
The answers of the 6 teachers to the following questions are listed below each question.  Each teacher’s 
answer is indicated by their designated letter, which is assigned as follows.  
A. Kru Na (LC#1) 
B. Kru Soh (LC#2 [Rotational teacher]) 
C. Kru Yee (LC4) 
D. Kru Pla (LC#2) 
E. Kru Nuch (LC#3) 
F. Kru Yemen (LC#3 [Rotational teacher]) 
 
Teacher Information 
 
1. How long have you been teaching? 
A. 6 years 
B. 8 years 
C. 13 years 
D. 7 years 
E. 7 years 
F. 2 years 
 
 a) Here? 
 
A. yes. 
B. 5 years in Burma (Middle school: teach English, Burmese, and Mon languages / 
Math / History) → 3 years with Raks Thai   
C. 5 years in Burma → 8 Years at Raks Thai 
D. Yes. 
E. Yes, at first is a Thai teacher at LC#4 then moved to LC#3. 
F. About 1 year in Burma → 1 year with Raks Thai 
 
 b) If taught elsewhere: how was that different than teaching in the RTF LCs? 
A. - 
B. Teach computer class and general knowledge.  
C. Teaching in Burma was easier. The translation job as a teacher in the LC is more 
difficult since there are 3 languages being taught. The kids here are more 
obstinate. 
D. - 
E. - 
F. Teaching in Burma → Mon Curriculum (get certificate after graduate)                                                                                      
Teaching with Raks Thai → Burmese Curriculum (teach Burmese and 
Mathematics) 
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2. When did you decide to become a teacher, and why did you choose to serve migrant children 
at RTF LCs? 
A. 5years ago, a friend of her use to be a teacher at the learning center that’s how 
she gets to know Raks Thai and their project. However, one teacher quit and 
there is a lack in teacher so she decided to start working here 
 
B. At first, she worked at Rahmonya labour Union (small NGO) and somehow this 
NGO joined with and cooperated with Raks Thai. After knowing Raks Thai she 
moved to Thailand and Raks Thai gave her an opportunity to teach at their LC. 
 
 
C. Raks Thai LC#4 was looking for a Burmese teacher and she happened to be in 
the community. Teaching with Raks Thai give her more salary than working in 
Burma. 
 
D. FOM of Raks Thai persuade her to try teaching at the center. (At first she was a 
volunteer teacher at the center receiving 250Baht per day for 3-4years, then 
became a full-time teacher 7 years now) 
 
E. Raks Thai Foundation’s staff invited her to come and teach. (At first she was a 
volunteer teacher at the center receiving 250 Baht per day because she like to 
teach and RTF provided her welfare, so she decided to be a full-time teacher) 
 
F. His friends invite him to come and teach at Raks Thai Learning Center. 
 
Teaching Methods and LC Processes 
 
3. How do you typically operate/run a class? 
A. Separate kids into 2 classes (one with Thai language skills, another with no Thai 
language skills) 
There’s an exam at to evaluate whether the kids can pass on to another level or not. 
B. Divide the class into groups (grade) according to their knowledge and skills  
In LC#1 teach Burmese, English, and Math. 
In LC#2 teach English. 
C. Divide class into 2 groups. (Kindergarten and Primary). During the class she 
swap teaching and giving out assignment between the two groups. The 6 kids in 
Non-formal education curriculum moved to the first LC (Tha Chalom) since 
there’s no permanent Thai teacher at the LC#4. She doesn’t teach Thai 
language. 
 
D. Divide class base on their grade, and another group of non-formal education. 
During the class she swap teaching and giving out assignment between the 
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groups. If there’s two teacher at the center that day, they will switch with each 
other the morning and afternoon session 
 
E. Divide class base on their grade level; kindergarten, grade 1, and non-formal 
education. Divide the students that do not study non-formal education to the 
Burmese teacher. Thai teacher teach non-formal education (according to the 
textbook). If the Burmese teacher do not come, she will assign the work to the 
kindergarten and grade 1, so that she can fully teach the non-formal education 
students.  
 
F. There are two classrooms  
→  divided into 4 groups: - newcomer 
been with Raks Thai for about 1 year 
newcomer that studied at Burma before 
been with Raks Thai for several years.   
a) How do you handle different learning speeds and different educational levels within 
the classroom? 
A. Non-formal education (kids with different levels study together), the teacher will 
continue teaching even though some of the kids haven’t done the class exercise. 
(let the kids catch up work with their friends later) 
 
B. If the majority of the class do not understand the lesson, the teacher will teach 
again. But, if only few students, the teacher will skip it first then she will teach 
them after class and give homework for the students to practice more.  
 
C. The fast learner kids will be the one helping the slower ones. She waits until 
every kid are on the same page before continuing the class. 
 
D. The older kids will be the one helping the younger ones. The teacher encourage 
the younger ones to try hard, but it’s okay if they cannot follow up. The teacher 
will focus more on the kids who cannot catch up. The teacher waits until every 
kids understand before moving on. 
 
E. Depending on the subjects, if its life skills or art, students with different levels can 
be teach at the same time. For Thai language, she will let the older students help 
teach the younger one. If the students do not understand the lesson, she will take 
special care of that students. For the one that missed the class, she will let them 
do homework and ask their friend about works in class. (if can’t do it, can come 
and ask teacher)       
 
F. The teacher will try his best to help the kids that don’t understand the class first.  
 
4. What is your system for evaluating student work? 
A. There are test after each lesson/chapter and end of the year exam. 
 
B. There are test after each lesson/chapter and end of the year exam. 
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the test includes both writing and reading skills  
ex. fill in the blank 
C. There are test once a week about what the kids have learn through the week. 
Also, end of the year exam. 
 
D. End of the chapter exercise and end of the year exam. 
 
 
E. After finishing each lesson/chapter, will ask the questions about the lesson. 
(exercise after each Chapter) Also, end of year the year exam.  
 
F. - Monthly test, to see the kid’s performance.  
End of the year exam 
5. What kind of problems do you face on a regular basis? 
A. - They are behind the curriculum schedule (not enough time as there are many 
groups of kid)  
Can’t handle all student at the same time 
Not enough teacher to look after all student 
B. - Some speak Thai and some speak Burmese 
Can’t handle all student at the same time 
C. -Not enough teacher to look after all student 
-The kids are obstinate 
D. -Kids - Sometimes the vocabulary are difficult to explain to the kids due to 
language barrier need to google the translation. 
 skip school to game shop many times teacher needs to go out and bring the 
kids back to LC, and while the teacher is away sometimes kids create chaos in 
LC like fighting (used to happen many times a week but now is getting lesser) 
 
E. -Some can speak Thai and some can’t speak Thai. (the students help the 
teacher to translate) 
-Problems about the student’s parents; for example, some missed the class 
because of the problem related to money. So, the teachers have to visit their 
house.  
 
F. Each kids got different level.  
 
a) How do you respond to behavioral problems? 
 
A. Punishment by washing dishes, hitting on the hand, sit together away from other 
students 
example: if 2 student fights, they are put together during lunch (separate from 
other), order to wash the dishes alone together without any help from the class 
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B. Tell them and let them understand by communicating in the student’s languages 
(Burmese/Mon) 
 
C. If the kids get in a fight the teacher makes them apologize to each other. If the 
kids behave stubbornly, they will be hit. 
 
D. She would talk to the kids asking who start the fight and whether they should get 
punish or not. The punishments are sit-up and cleaning. Also,  she trains and 
teaches the kid manner and how to behave.  
ex. If the kid swear using bad words the teacher will collect 5Baht from them, 
 
E. She will have an agreement with the kids, if they do that what will the punishment 
be.      (let the kids decide what the punishment should be) Examples of the 
punishment: not allow to play with friends, not allow to play toys, and study alone 
(sit alone).   
 
F. Hit them on their hands to let them know that it’s wrong.  
 
b) If attendance is an issue: 
A. Yes, only a few (kids need to help their parent works) 
B. Yes, only a few (kids get back to Burma/ help their parent works/ move out of the 
area) 
C. Yes, some need to help their parent works at home, and some skip school. 
D. Yes, some need to help their parent look after their younger brother/sister at 
home since Raks Thai does not allow young baby to come to LC cause it will 
interrupt the learning. How ever, some kids skip school to game shop and the 
teacher need to go and bring them back. One major issue that cause the kids to 
be absent is that the parent taking their children to apply to work.(nature of this 
community area kids are rudely as well)  
E. Yes, but most of the parents will inform first.  
F. Yes, only a few (kids help their parent look after the young sibling)  
 
i) What do you do if a student has been absent from your class for several 
 days? (example: do they need to do some catching up or do any 
assignments to make up for the lost work)  
A. - Visit their house and talk to the parent. (normally the parent will inform if 
the kid is going to miss school in advance and ask for permission) 
Follow up work with their friend 
 
B. - Visit their house and talk to the parent.  
Give them more homework so that the kids can catch up (let them catch 
up with the class by themselves)  
C. Visit the kid’s parent at home and ask whether the kid will continue 
studying the the center or not? (In most case, if the kids absent often the 
teacher will no longer accept them to continue studying at the LC) 
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D. Visit the kid’s parent at home to find out the reason for their absence.  (let 
them catch up with the class assignments by themselves)  
 
E. Visit the kids and try to talk with them. (if still don’t want to come, can’t do 
anything)  
-Let them catch up with the class 
 
F. Tutoring them after class.  
 
  ii) How do you encourage your students to consistently attend LC classes?  
 
A. The teacher gave example of a successful students, how will knowledge 
improve the quality of life, as well as showing them all the possibility that 
knowledge can bring to them. 
 
B. Tell them to come to class, if not you’ll not be able to catch up with the 
class.  
 
C. Tell the kid that if they skip school they will not gain anything from the LC. 
 
D. She tells the kid that without education they can be taken advantage. ex. 
The factory’s manager can take advantage from them (monthly salary). 
 
E. -Tell the students what if there’s an accident at home, what will you do 
-Tell them that you’ll meet your friends if you attend the class. 
-Tell them that you’ll be able to read and write (more job opportunity than 
other Burmese kids; use comparison and explain to kids)  
 
F. Make the kids think that learning is fun by providing activities (e.x 
Burmese folktale)  
For the older kids → can’t do anything 
 
iii) How do you encourage the parents of your students to send their children to 
the LC consistently? 
A. Teacher and parents meeting. (once every 3 months) 
 
B. During teacher and parents meeting, tell them to bring their kids to class 
so that their child would be able to catch up with the class.   
 
C. During the teacher and parents meeting, the teacher will convince the 
parents that if the kids graduate from the center they can get a good jobs 
that isn’t labour work. 
 
D. She explained how education will benefit their children in a positive way. 
(explain that they are still young and are not adults, why should the 
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parents push the children to be become working adult and since they are 
still in a learning age) 
 
E. - In the meeting, will recommend the parents and let the parents tell other 
parents (using words).  
-Tell the parents about what their children have studied and their 
development. 
 
F. Teacher and parents meeting. (once every 3 months) 
 
 
Resources & Learning Center Operation 
 
6. What resources do you have that are working well?  Do you have enough of these?  If you 
had extra funding to spend on improving the education of your students, what would you use it 
for?  
 
A. The most useful resource is a computer (applying for work they will ask for your 
computer skills). However, there’s not enough computer at the LC. 
- extra funding: internet (helps the kids learn better)  
 
B.  - Computer  
 - Burmese textbook 
C. The most useful resources are books and white board. However, there are not 
enough. If there’s more funding she will use it for textbooks, workbooks and 
stationary.  
 
D. The most useful resource for the teacher is textbook, currently there’s enough 
textbook because the kids buy their own. (some kids without money the teacher will 
buy for them) 
If there’s more funding, she would organize a field trip for the kids. Also, spend them 
on student uniforms, stationery, and the kid’s lunch. (now the kids bring their own 
lunch) 
E. Textbook with pictures and CDs(now not enough); CDs → karaoke songs (alphabet 
song) 
 
F. Every resources are useful. The most important resource is whiteboard. There are 
many groups to teach so it’s better to have more whiteboard. If he had extra funding 
to spend, he will use it for Burmese books.  
 
a) Is there anything that you or other learning center teachers have developed that  
 works particularly well (i.e.: textbooks, worksheets, games)?  
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A. Workbook, computer, alphabet song (helps the kids to remember better) 
 
B. - Songs that teach about languages (alphabet song) → let them do actions  
Games (example, cut paper into pieces with the Burmese word written on it → let 
them pick one piece and read it)  
 
C. No 
D. No  
E. Craft and art for the kids 
F. Alphabet workbooks (Burmese and English) & Number workbooks 
 
 b) Are there any resources that you have that you don’t use? 
A. No. 
B. No.  
C. Amplifier (Broken), it was use for the special occasions. (Father’s day, Mother’s 
day) 
D. No 
E. No 
F. No. Only some books for middle school that he don’t use, because most kids 
leave the learning center after finishing grade 4-5.     
 
 c) What materials from other organizations have you found useful? 
A. Sleeping mattress (CP), books from sikka asia foundation 
B. Table, chair, white board, and books from sikka asia foundation 
C. White board and desks. 
D. books from sikka asia foundation 
E. books from sikka asia foundation (Cartoon books) 
F. books from sikka asia foundation 
 
7. What communication is there between teachers and parents? What changes would you like 
to see to this communication?  
A. Call, Meeting appointment every 3 months with parents, visiting at their house (they treat 
each other like family) / No, the communication between them works well.  
 
B. Call, Meeting appointment every 3 months with parents, Visiting at their house (they 
treat each other like family) / No, the communication between them works well.  
Some parents have problems about paying the 100 baht fee → contact them and tell them 
that it’s alright just send your kids here.  
 
C. Meeting appointment every 3 months with parents, Visiting at their house, no Calling 
(they treat each other like family) / No, the communication between them works well.  
 
D. Call, Meeting appointment every 3 months with parents, Visiting at their house (they 
treat each other like family) / No, the communication between them works well. 
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E. Help recommend the parents for the place/house to stay. Advise the parents about their 
children further education. No change needed about the communication, most of the 
parents can speak Thai.  
 
F. Meeting appointment every 3 months with parents.Usually the Thai teacher will be the 
one that contact the parents. The changes that he would like to see is more meeting 
between teacher and parents (once every month)  
 
8. How much do you collaborate with the other LC teachers? Do you have regular meetings? 
A. Meeting once every month with teacher at different learning centers. 
Plan an overnight trip for the kid (annually) 
Exam’s format and questions  
 
B. Meeting once every month with teacher at different learning centers 
Consult about the kids. 
Brainstorm about the activities 
C. Meeting once every month with teacher at different learning centers. 
Sometimes when she’s sick, Burmese teacher at another center will substitute with her. 
Sometimes when she doesn’t know how to teach, she will seek help from other teacher. 
 
D. Meeting once every month with teacher at different learning centers. 
Consult on how to fix a particular problem through phone call 
Help the kids in Krok Krak that are arrested. 
 
E. Help the kids in Krok Krak that are arrested. 
Visit the kids house with other teachers (especially for the one that skipped the class to 
play games)   
Meeting once every month with teacher at different LCs    
 
F. Meeting once every month with teacher at different learning centers  
Talk with other Burmese teacher about the problems and experience in each LC.  
Discuss about teaching technique  
 
9. What training do you or did you receive? What additional training in any area might be helpful 
to you?  
A. -3-4 days training 
-Want more training on teaching techniques and computer skills  
 
B. 3 days training → about the teaching technique  
-Want more training about speaking skills, computer skills, and life skills   
She didn’t receive any training, only a guide on teaching curriculum.  
 
C. She received a training session on teaching techniques but only some techniques she 
could apply to the LC since the teaching techniques was for the Thai kids. (few days) 
 
D. 3-4 training → about the teaching technique but not for teaching migrants  
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E. Want to have new teaching technique. More training for quality teacher. 
F. No training → want to train about teaching technique. 
 
 
Learning Center Effect 
 
10. What positive impact do you think the learning center will have on a student’s life? [both 
while they are attending the learning center and following their attendance] 
 
A. If the kids stay home, the girls will be sexually abuse, the boys become thief. 
Also, it’s better for the kids to study then work, so they do not have to do the labour 
work.  
The teacher teaches them moral and manner, become a good citizen. 
 
B. The students can read and write. They are not afraid to speak and act.  
 
C. While attending: The kids able to read write and speak in different language. 
After graduate: The kids in non-formal education will receive and certificate, where they 
can apply for work and they don’t have to run away from the cop anymore.  
 
D. While attending: The kids able to read write and speak in different language. 
After graduate: The kids wont get taken advantage of by their employer since they are 
taught how to read, write, and life skills. 
 
E. The students can read and write. They meet their friend and its safe for them from the 
community.  
After graduate, the students will be quick-witted. 
Meeting point for the kids 
 
F. While attending: The kids able to read, write, and speak in different language.  
After graduate: The kids can communicate better comparing to other migrants. They also 
get better job.  
 
 
a) What kind of jobs do you think the learning center students will have later in life?  
A. Quality Check (easier and better job than labour work) in production line 
Non-formal education offer job in their specialize courses. 
 
B. Get better job than the one that did not attend the learning center.  
C. Factory worker (QC), teacher 
D. Factory worker that does not use labour force example QC 
E. Factory worker (translator and QC), not labour work. 
F. Quality Check  
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b) Do you know how successful previous students have been in obtaining better jobs? 
 
A. Yes, some come visit at the LC once in a while  
quality check (most kids), sell phone (kid have language skills) 
B. No (some previous students moved, some are working) 
C. Employee at the noodle shop (working with Thai people), Factories worker (QC), 
Peel shrimp and squid.  
D. Communicate through Facebook, One worked at seafood factory (school gives 
scholar but refuse the offer), one worked like parents because he left the school 
before graduating. 
E. Employee at Cold Storage (check the things), factory worker (animal foods) 
F. They get job that are equivalent to Thai people (not labor works) 
 
11.Which subjects and/or skills do you think are the most important for migrant children to 
learn?  
A. Computer skill. 
B. Thai, English, and Burmese languages. (Writing & Reading skills)  
Computer skills 
C. Burmese language (kids need to be able to read and speak Burmese) 
D. Life skills 
E. Life skills and Thai language (depending on each kid) 
 
12. Can you think of any life skills or benefits that the LCs cannot offer students?  
A. Computer skills (one computer not enough) 
B. Computer skills (computers are broken) 
C. Thai language (There’s no Thai teacher at the center) 
D. Computer skills (Teacher dont have time to teach plus computer is broken and 
no internet) 
E. Thai language, social science, and science 
F. Language skills (Thai, Burmese, and English) 
 
13. Is there any other information that you think would be useful or important for us to know?  
A. Not enough funding (food and resources) (now kids have to buy lunch) 
 
B. Lack of funding 
Kids have no playground 
Some center can’t used loud voice (the neighbors are working at night and rest 
during the day) 
The center with small number of students should be closed and combined with 
the bigger learning center.   
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C. The teacher wants donation for student uniforms and books. 
The teacher at the center isn’t enough. (there’s no Thai teacher) 
At LC#4, the neighbour complains about the LC being too noisy. 
Because of the tidal, bathroom cannot be use at all times. (kids need to use the 
neighbour’s toilet) 
 
D. If the LC is closing down, old students said that their parents would have them 
work while young children would stay at home. If possible dont want it to be shut 
down 
 
E. Want to have computer teacher 
Want to have washbasin  
 
F. LC should provide lunch for the kids if have more funding.  
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Appendix H – Notes from Supplementary Teacher Interview Questions for Rotational 
Teachers 
 
A. Kru. Soh LC#1&2 
B. Kru Yamen LC#2&3 
 
1. Which learning centers are you currently teaching at? On what days of the week are you at 
each of these centers? How often is this schedule altered in a given month not followed and for 
what reasons? 
A. LC Tha Chalom: Mon-Thurs, LC Saphan Pla: Fri 
B. LC :Saphan Pla: Thursday, LC Pongthip: Monday-Wednesday & Friday 
 
2.   Which learning center do you have the most experience with?  
 
A. LC Tha Chalom: More experience in Tha Chalom, teaches there more than Saphan Pla 
B. LC Saphan Pla: Most experience as he use to stay regularly but move around when they 
are fewer students. 
 
 
 3. What, if any problems, do you have moving back and forth between multiple centers? 
Example of problem that you have faced 
 
A. LC Saphan Pla: English, LC Tha Chalom: Burmese, English, Math 
- Kids at Saphan pla learn less than Tha Chalom kids, sometimes the teacher is sick on 
that Friday of the week then it’s 2 weeks apart till the next class. 
- It’s hard for the teacher to evaluate the kids on the exam since the 2 learning centers are 
on different levels. 
B. Each center has different curriculum 
- LC Pongthip: Burmese, English, Math(Burmese curriculum) 
- LC Saphan Pla: Burmese. Problems: They can not often switch the subjects to match 
with different curriculum between Burmese and Informal-education. Having difficulty to 
set up a standardized examination for the childrens from two system 
 
a. How do you cope with those problems? 
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A. If it’s 2 week apart, the teacher will to reteach her lesson and follow up with the 
kids work. 
- Since the LC Tha Chalom will learn more than LC Saphan Pla, she makes the 
exam in mid-level for the 2 centers. 
B. Try to come up with the examination to match both systems between Burmese 
and Informal-education so children from each system can do the examination. 
 
 
4.  What, if any, differences do you see between each learning center? 
 
A. LC Saphan Pla has less children and less space. 
- LC Tha Chalom divide the class between grades clearer than in LC Saphan Pla. 
(In Saphan Pla kids with different grades study in the same room) 
B. Each center consist of different kinds of community and problems 
- LC Saphan Pla: Mostly consist of Labour worker and they tends to get together 
to do illegal activities. 
- LC Pongthip: During the raining season, there is a leakage of water in the LC 
causing them to be able to use only one room. The community is quiet and 
peaceful. The children tend to stay longer in this community. 
 
a. Do you prefer to teach at any learning center in particular? Why? 
A. Tha Chalom, because there are more kids and classes are divide clearly. 
(close to the kids than LC Saphan Pla) 
- The kids in LC Saphan Pla are more stubborn 
B. Prefer to work with a lot of kids. 
- Prefer LC Pongthip: The children tend to be more attentive during 
class. 
- LC Saphan Pla: The children is more stubborn and mischief. 
 
5. Do you use the same teaching methods for the different centers? If not, what’s the 
difference?  
 
A. Same methods but songs not used in LC Saphan Pla 
B. Same methods. The child in LC Pongthip has a better understanding of Burmese than 
the child in LC Saphan Pla. In LC Saphan Pa, teacher has to translate Burmese into 
Mon and Thai. 
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a. How does the learning environment of the different centers affect your teaching?  
 
A. LC Saphan Pla the weather in the classroom is hotter, making the teacher feels 
uncomfortable. 
B. LC Pongthip: more quiet 
LC Saphan Pla:  game shops near the LC 
 
          b. How does the learning environment of the different centers affect the studies of the 
kids? 
A. Since the weather is hotter in LC2, it’s harder for the kids to concentrate. 
B. LC Saphan Pla: The child has got regular jobs therefore; sometime they tend to 
be absent for 5-20 days. There is a lot of job availability as it located near the 
ship dock. LC Pongthip: Sometime the child got to go take care of their younger 
sibling but the absence rate is not as high compare to LC Saphan Pla. 
 
c. Do the kids in different centers behave differently? If so, how so? 
 
A. The kids in LC Tha Chalom are more concentrate and focus on the study. (ask 
for homework) Also, easier to talk to the kids since she’s closer to them. 
B. Yes, LC Saphan Pla has a lot of grown up children. The child in the LC tends to 
be distracted from the learning process cause by the influence of the older kids. 
Overall the child is mischief and not well behaves. (This seem to cause by the 
community environment) 
 
 6. Which center has better resources? How do the resources that are lacking differ from each 
learning center? 
 
A. Not sure, at LC Tha Chalom she knows where all the equipment is  placed however in 
LC Saphan Pla she has to ask another teacher where things are placed. 
B. LC Saphan Pla used to have a lot of resources (eg. Table, Stationary, Fan) when they 
have a lot of students but now most of the students had enroll to Thai public school. 
Hence, currently their resources had been reduced. 
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 7. Describe the relationship with the parents of students as well as the community around each 
learning center where you teach? 
 
A. In LC Tha Chalom she attends parents and teachers meeting but not in LC Saphan Pla. 
B. The teacher has a good relationship with the community in LC Saphan Pla as he used to 
stay in the area. LC Pongthip is not very familial with as the teacher had only entrance 
the parent’s meeting once. 
 
For all teachers: What paths do you think you should prepare your students for by the time they 
leave the learning centers? For example, entering industry jobs, returning to Myanmar, entering 
the Thai system? 
LC1: 
Raks Thai: open for the three options 
Teacher: entering the Thai system 
 
LC2:  
Raks Thai: entering the Thai system 
Teacher: entering the Thai system 
 
LC3: 
Raks Thai: not sure what’s Raks Thai plan 
Teacher: The teacher focus on the kids and their parents need 
 
LC4:  
Raks Thai: entering Thai system 
Teacher: entering the Thai system, returning to Myanmar 
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Appendix I – Parent Interview Data 
 
Translated parent interview responses are in an Excel spreadsheet entitled 
“Mahachai_IQP_ParentInterviewData”.  
 
Appendix J – Community Survey Data 
 
Translated community survey responses are in an Excel spreadsheet entitled 
“Mahachai_IQP_CommunitySurveyData”.  
 
Appendix K – Former Student Interview Data 
 
Translated former student interview responses are in an Excel spreadsheet entitled 
‘Mahachai_IQP_FormerStudentInterviewData”.  
 
Appendix L – Seafood Industry Employer Interview Data 
 
Translated seafood industry employer responses are in an Excel spreadsheet entitled 
“Mahachai_IQP_IndustryInterviewData”. 
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Appendix M – Summary of Suggestions for Improvement 
 
Table 5 - Suggestions for improvement for Tha Chalom 
Recommendation Parents  
(6 interviewed) 
Community  
(10 surveyed) 
More Teachers 4 4 
Additional Computers and Computer 
Instruction 
4 0 
Additional English Instruction 4 0 
Lunch Included in Tuition  2 0 
Internet Access in Learning Center 2 0 
More Space 2 0 
More General Academic Information 1 0 
 
The only recommendation provided by the community was to provide more teachers. The 
frequency of this response even matched that of the parents interviewed. The past students and the 
present teachers themselves confirmed the urgency of this matter as well. This indicates that the people 
who know the most about the learning centers are in agreement that more teachers should be 
employed in the learning centers.  
Past students and parents both indicated a need for additional space.  
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Table 6 - Suggestions for improvement for Saphan Pla 
Recommendation Parents  
(5 interviewed) 
Community  
(10 surveyed) 
Better advertising and recognition 0 4 
Better location 0 4 
Bigger facilities 1 3 
More teachers 2 1 
Additional computers 0 3 
Provide students more contacts for seeking 
employment 
1 0 
More Burmese language instruction 0 2 
More structure in classroom 0 2 
Additional supplies 0 1 
 
More members of the community had recommendations for improvement of the Saphan Pla 
learning center than the parents of the center’s students. Despite having received responses from 
community members who felt familiar with this learning center, many of these individuals indicated that 
this center might need better advertising and recognition. Past students felt strongly about different 
things than the community and the parents. They told us that the center would likely benefit from 
having access to more resources. This supports what some of the teachers had mentioned as well. This 
center once had many students in attendance, but after that number dropped, so did the amount of 
resources it received. The past students also indicated interest in more use of computers, which is 
understandable as the only computer at this center is in disrepair and remains in storage.  
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Table 7 - Suggestions for improvement for Pongthip 
Recommendation Parents  
(5 interviewed) 
Community  
(10 surveyed) 
Better advertising and recognition 0 5 
Bigger facilities 0 4 
More teachers 1 3 
Better location 0 2 
More structure in classroom 0 2 
Better general education 0 2 
More Burmese language instruction 1 1 
More English language instruction 1 1 
Tuition should include textbooks and lunch 1 0 
More Thai language instruction 1 0 
 
Much like the Saphan Pla learning center, the community around the Pongthip learning center 
felt as though more advertising for this center is necessary. This makes sense since the center is located 
at the back of an alley behind the adjacent cold storage facility and street visibility is limited. This is one 
of the centers with the most feedback from parents and communities asking for additional language 
instruction. Two of the parents actually pointed out the improvement in language skills that they had 
noticed in their children. A past student interview, though, recommended increasing the center’s focus 
on English and Thai as those were both important skills to obtaining a good job. He also agreed with the 
community opinion that the Pongthip center needed additional space. This individual also suggested the 
importance of mathematical aptitude to improve job prospects, which is an uncommon 
recommendation. He also mentioned appreciating the field trips he took while attending the center.  
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Table 8 - Suggestions for improvement for Krok Krak 
Recommendation Parents  
(5 interviewed) 
Community  
(10 surveyed) 
More teachers 3 4 
More supplies 0 3 
Better advertising and recognition 0 3 
More computers and computer instruction 2 1 
More English instruction 2 0 
Better location and facilities 0 2 
More Thai instruction 1 1 
More Burmese instruction 1 1 
Internet access 1 0 
More space 0 1 
 
Krok Krak is one of the two learning centers (the other being Tha Chalom) which received few 
recommendations for finding additional space. However, suggestions indicating that the number of 
teachers should be increased at Krok Krak were just as prevalent as at other centers. Former students 
suggested this as well, in addition to improving the teaching at the center. However, parents of students 
at this center thought that general teaching and language instruction was going well. Some parents also 
indicated that they thought that the teacher was caring and kind to their children. The last piece of 
notable feedback came from one of the past students who highlighted field trips that students took as a 
something that the learning center was doing well.  
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Appendix N – Predictions for Student Plans Following Learning Center Attendance 
 
 
Figure 24 - Parent Predictions for Children's Futures 
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Appendix O – Potential Learning Center Benefits Suggested by Community 
 
We asked community members what benefits a learning center could potentially have on the 
surrounding community and its students. Respondents could name multiple benefits. The following 
Figure 25 contains the percentages of how often respondents suggested the given possible benefits of 
having a learning center in the community.  
 
 
Figure 25 - Potential Benefits of Learning Center Suggested by Community 
Both Burmese and Thais agreed additional educational opportunities were the greatest 
potential benefit of having a learning center in the community. Both groups also frequently mentioned 
safer community and lower crime rates. Thai and Lao people also mentioned that learning center 
students would be more educated about Thai culture and that the presence of a learning center would 
be beneficial to local businesses. However, Burmese respondents did not acknowledge these potential 
effects. This is likely because the Burmese migrant respondents typically were laborers or worked as 
maids and did not own local businesses and Burmese respondents would also likely value Thai culture 
less than the Thais in the community. 
We also asked parents of students at each of the four learning centers why they selected the 
learning center over other educational options (see Appendix I). Figure 17 indicates the frequency of 
responses. 
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Appendix P – Behavior & Day Care Issues Noted Through Teacher Interviews and 
Observation 
 
Behavior 
When behavioral problems arise, teachers each have their own methods of disciplining 
students. Most teachers seem to try to be reasonable in deciding on a suitable punishment and 
suggested several techniques to discipline children dependent on the offense. After a conversation to 
clarify the issue, teachers proceed in a few different ways. Two teachers suggested the use of household 
chores as punishment (washing dishes, doing extra cleaning around the classroom). Three teachers also 
suggested more physical responses, such as a hit on the hand. In all, the teachers all take the behavior of 
their students seriously and have a plan to address disruptions when they occur.  
 
Day Care & Baby Attendance 
Throughout our research, the distinction between a learning center and a daycare was always 
carefully made. This distinction was not evident on our second observation day when there was a baby 
at the Tha Chalom learning center. Since the child was clearly younger than the permissible age of five 
years, we were able to witness how the learning center might operate should it act as both an 
educational institute and a daycare.  
Kru Na explained that the child lives near one of the students that she drives to the learning 
center on a regular basis. Since the child would cry and follow the teacher at the pick-up point, Kru Na 
started to bring the child to the learning center instead of leaving the child at home alone all day. As a 
result, the students at this learning center and the teachers there all help to take care of the baby. 
Although this is done out of good will, the choice to have children younger than age five in a learning 
environment proved to be a distraction. The teacher was preoccupied with taking care of the baby, and 
the child caused disruption to the students trying to complete assignments. In the kindergarten class, 
the baby crawled over open workbooks that students were trying to work through. In the non-formal 
education room, the child cried until the teacher prepared a baby bottle, which the older students used 
to feed the baby. Shortly after, the baby’s diaper failed, which required students to mop up the floor 
while the teacher bathed and clothed the child. Once lunch started, students prepared to cook at the 
teacher helped the baby settle down for a nap. In all, the teacher and students spent valuable education 
time distracted by the needs of this baby.  
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Appendix Q – Parent Willingness to Pay by Learning Center 
 
In the interviews with parents, we asked how much each parent would be willing to pay for 
tuition and transportation for each child per month. The results are in Figure 26, divided by learning 
center. 
 
Figure 26 - Percentage of Parents Willing to Pay Different Tuition Levels 
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Appendix R – Valued Skills According to Parents and Community Members  
 
 
Figure 27 - Valued Skills Identified by Parents, Separated by Learning Center 
 
 
Figure 28 - Valued Skills Identified by Community Members, Separated by Learning Center 
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Appendix S – Attendance Data 
 
Attendance data was recorded for a few months for each of the centers. Because the original 
documents were missing data, the time spans for data of each of the four learning centers will not be 
the same. Attendance data for Tha Chalom, Saphan Pla, Pongthip, and Krok Krak are in Excel 
spreadsheets entitled “Mahachai_Attendance_ThaChalom”, “Mahachai_Attendance_SaphanPla”, 
“Mahachai_Attendance_Pongthip”, and “Mahachai_Attendance_KrokKrak” respectively.  
